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Sutherland, Waite freed by kidnappers

Mayor Bill Cherry and
Judge -Executive
George Weaks proclaim American Education Week. Page 3

SPORTS:
Murray State's Racers
top Southeast Missouri
for their first OVC wi
of the season. Page 8

By FAROUK NASSAR
Associated Press Writer

BEIRUT, Lebanon — Shiite
Muslim kidnappers today
announced the release of American
Thomas Sutherland and Briton Terry Waite, but left unclear whether
the hostages had been freed or
whether their release was
imminent.
The Christian-controlled Voice
of Free Lebanon quoted an unidentified Syrian source as saying the

two captives were set free somewhere in Lebanon at 3:30 p.m.
(8:30 a.m. EST). There was no
independent confirmation of the
report
Islamic Jihad, an Iranian-allied
group, made its announcement in a
statement issued to a Western news
agency in Beirut accompanied by
an old black-and-white photograph
of Terry Anderson, another American it holds.
As part of a broad swap arranged
by the United Nations, Muslim kid-

nappers have freed four Western
hostages since August, Israel and
its allied militia have released 66
Arab captives, and the Israelis have
received firm word on the death of
two missing soldiers, and the body
of a third.
At least eight Westerners,
including Sutherland and Waite,
are missing in Lebanon.
Waite, now 52, was special
envoy for the Archbishop of Canterbury when he dropped from
sight in Beirut on Jan. 20, 1987,

while trying to negotiate the
release of American hostages. His
disappearance was especially
shocking because he had been shuttling in and out of the Middle East
for years, working to free hostages.
Sutherland, 60, dean of agriculture at the American University in
Beirut, was kidnapped June 9,
1985, when gunmen attacked his
car as he drove in a convoy from
Beirut airport. The Scottish-born
Sutherland lived in Estes Park,
Colo.

The Islamic Jihad statement
issued today said in full:
"To complete what we have
started with United Nations
Secretary-General (Javier) Perez de
Cuellar, we announce today the
release of:
"1 — Terry Waite,
"2 — Thomas Sutherland."
The statement was in Arabic. Its
phrasing concerning the release left
it unclear whether the two men
would be freed soon or had already
been released.

Regents sharpen
axe for MSU cuts

Front-row fandango

MONDAY
November 18

By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer

The Board of Regents of Murray
State University approved a plan to
alleviate the $1.4 million,decrement from this year's budget at
Saturday's quarterly meeting.
Don Kassing, vice-president for
university relations and administrative services, outlined CULS at the
meeting which will total
$1,433,200.
The deletion of $650,000 from
renovations and maintenance by
postponing projects, combined with
using reserves and carryforwards
totaling $525,000, cutting $100,000
from utilities and eliminating
$158,000 from university-wide

MIME=
BEIJING — China today
described the visit of U.S. Secretary of State James A. Baker
III as successful but cast doubt
on his claims to have won concessions in human rights, trade
and arms control. Page 2

STATE
LOUISVILLE — Kentucky's
school reforms are moving in
the right direction, a key
architect of the education law
said. Page 2

(Cont'd on page 3)

Scott Edgar 'Czeched' out his
Murray State Racers again
Saturday, and liked what he
saw. Pete 8

By KATIE CARPENTER
Ledger & Times Special Wrker
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High 65 to 70.
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WILLIE R. KENDRICK

Schools observe
Education Week

SPOk l'S

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. —
Americans are placing more
importance on family and turning away from materialism, a
study released today indicates.
Page 3
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Local country-music fans were clapping their hands and tapping their toes to the music of Travis Tritt's
band during a country music concert at Racer Arena Sunday night. Aaron Tippin and Marty Stuart were
Staff photo by Candy blathers
also featured in the concert.

Tokyo, London stocks fall, then
stabilize; NY,SE opens up, then dips
NEW YORK (AP) — Stock
prices opened higher, then reversed
course today after the Dow Jones
industrial average took its fifth
sharpest decline in history Friday.
After the first 45 minutes of
trading, the Dow Jones average of
30 industrials was down 3.80
points at 2,939.40, after rising
about 20 points at the opening.
Investors saw overseas stocks
take a dive and then stabilize in
response to Wall Street's sudden
drop on Friday, when the average
fell 120.31 points at 2,943.20.
In London, the Financial TimesStock Exchange 100-share index
fell 50.8 points, or 2 percent, to
2,495.8 by midday local time. The
index had opened 63 points lower.

Germany's 30-share DAX index
closed at 1,611.93 points, down 1.1
percent or 17.44 points from Friday's 1,629.37.
Earlier, on the Tokyo Stock
Exchange, the 225-issue Nikkei
stock average dropped 699.06
points to close at 23,400.12, down
2.90 percent. The market had been
down 770.92 points in thk afternoon. Stocks also fell in 'Taiwan
and Hong Kong.
Overseas traders said the mood
was not panicky following Friday's
120-point fall in the Dow Jones
average of 30 industrials.
"It's a knee-jerk reaction," said
Tokyo trader Mike Morizumi.
Chen Lee, a broker with Banque
Paribas in Amsterdam, said: "Most

people are swing restraint and
wait for Wall Street's opening. The
fundamentals for the plunge on
Wall Street were well known, so it
wasn't that big a surprise."
The mood in New York has been
nervous. The Dow's dive evoked
memories of October 1987, when
the Dow fell 108 points on a Friday
and collapsed a record 508 points
in the next session, Black Monday.
However, economic conditions
are different from those four years
ago. In addition, the New York
Stock Exchange has since instituted
"circuit- breakers" that can temporarily stop trading if stocks fall
too far, too fast.
(Coned on page 2)

American Education Week will
be celebrated in Murray and Calloway County Nov. 17-23, with a
theme of "Schools and Communities: Partners for a Strong
America."
According to Dick Farrell, president of the Murray Education
Association, and Fannilee Buchanan, president of the Calloway
County Education Association,
American Education Week was
established to raise public awareness of the importance of
education.
"All parts of the community
have important roles to play in
improving education and preparing
all of our children for the challenging world of the next century," Farrell said.
The National Education Association (NEA) and the American Legion established American Education Week as an annual event 70
years ago, in 1921. The 1991
observance is cosponsored by
NEA, the American Legion, the
U.S. Department of Education, and
nine other national education
organizations.
"National Educational Support
Personnel Day" will be observed

by both local education associations on Wednesday, Nov. 20. This
is a day for giving special recognition to paraprofessionals, bus drivers, secretaries, maintenance workers, food service employees, and
other school support staff.
The two school district organizations have planned a variety of
activities for the week-long celebration at both the district and individual school building level.
Students at Carter Elementary
School, for example, have created
posters on the theme "School and
Communities" which they have distributed to the Murray City
Schools' business partners. Two
first-grade classes have rehearsed a
musical program which they will
present this week to employees of
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
In Calloway schools, elementary
students have made placemats for
local restaurants and decorated
paper sacks for local grocers.
To recognize bus drivers in the
Calloway system, the CCEA plans
to present them with a roll of fruitflavored candy, along with the
message: "Thank you — you're a
lifesaver," while cooks will receive
a roll of mints, with the message:
(Cont'd on page 3)

Edwards seeks benefit of doubt after landslide win over Duke
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
Gov.-elect Edwin Edwards, who
turned fear of ex-Klansman David
Duke into landslide victory and an
unprecedented fourth term, appealed to his skeptics Sunday for
another chance to prove himself.

Duke, meanwhile, looked to a
national agenda.
"I hope this time people will
look at me less with a jaundiced
eye and recognize from time to
time I may have a good thought,"
said Edwards, who has become

known as a womanizer and gambler deft at skating on the edge of
ethics and the law.
Unofficial returns gave Edwards
61 percent of the vote in Saturday's
election. Nearly 1.7 million of the
state's 2.2 million registered voters

Atlantis 'squeaky clean,' ready for launch
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)
— NASA's countdown clock
ticked today toward a Tuesday
night launch of space shuttle Atlantis with a satellite for warning of a
missile attack.
The 10-day mission for the Pentagon will be the sixth and final
shuttle flight of the year.
"Everything looks squeaky
clean, and we hope it continues
that way," NASA test director Eric
Redding said after the countdown
began Sunday.
However, meteorologists put the
odds of favorable conditions for the
5:51 p.m. CST liftoff at just 50-50
because of the threat of rain.
It will be NASA's seventh

shuttle launch in darkness. The last
one was a year ago.
Atlantis' six astronauts are to
release the $300 million satellite
six hours after liftoff. An attached
rocket will boost it to a
22,300-mile-high orbit. The crew
will also conduct experiments for
the Pentagon.
It is the first time the Pentagon
has released details to the public
about the launch of a Defense Support Program satellite. The military
has been sending up DSP satellites
on unmanned rockets for 20 years
to detect nuclear detonations and
space and missile launches.
All but one of the eight previous
military shuttle missions — the last

one, last spring — were conducted
with secrecy.
"Security costs money," said
Li Col. John Traxlcr, an Air Force
test director.
While some details remain secret, such as the satellite's destination, declassifying its ride on the
shuttle has simplified the job.
"A number of classified meetings have been eliminated, and it's
just made for a better camaraderie
between us and NASA, and among
the payload team," Traxler said.
"It's exciting because on my last
mission, it was totally classified
and I couldn't even wave to my
wife on Earth," mission commander Frederick Gregory said.

went to the polls, a statewide
record 78 percent turnout.
Duke, a state representative and
maverick Republican, won a majority of the white vote despite his
past leadership of a Ku Klux Klan
group and support of Nazism.

Black leaders rejoiced at church
services Sunday, as did business
executives who had warned in television ads and letters to employees
that a Duke election would cripple
tourism, convention business and
future major sporting events.

Almo woman arrested by FBI;
charged with murder for hire
The FBI has arrested a Calloway County woman who allegedly
asked an undercover agent to kill her estranged husband.
Cordelia Faye Williams, 37, of Almo, was arrested at approximately
9 p.m. Friday evening by the FBI in Murray and charged with interstate travel in aid of racketeering — murder for hire, according to Terry O'Connor, FBI agent in charge for Kentucky.
The FBI said Williams is accusal in a federal complaint of>soliciting
an undercover FBI agent to go from Lake Charles, La., to San Antonio
to kill her estranged husband there. The FBI official would not release
the husband's name.
Williams is charged with wiring funds from Murray to Lake Charles
as part of the plan, the FBI said Saturday.
Williams appeared late Friday evening before U.S. Magistrate W.
David King for an initial appearance. A detention hearing was set for
today. Williams was lodged in the McCracken County jail in Paducah.
If convicted, Williams could be imprisoned for up to 10 years and/or
fined $10,000.
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BEIJING (AP) — China today
described the visit of U.S. Secretary of State James A. Baker III as
successful but cast doubt on his
claims to have won concessions in
human rights, trade and arms
control.
While Baker said he won a Chinese pledge to adhere to international restraints on missile sales, China's Foreign Ministry said only
that it "may consider observing the

Missile Technology Control
Regime guidelines."
It stressed China's condition that
the United States lift sanctions
against two Chine* arms companies involved in missile sales, and
lift a freeze on U.S. high-speed
computer and satellite exports to
China.
On human rights, which Baker
said dominated his three days of
talks, the official China Daily

newspaper said, "The two sides
discussed the issue, with each
explaining its own views and
position."
During his flight back to
Washington, Baker indicated he
was hopeful that some political
prisoners might be released, saying,
"Let's see what happens."
Instead, two Chinese women
were arrested during his visit.

Architect of reform law cites progress
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's school reforms are moving
in the right direction, a key
architect of the education law said.
"On every single front there is
measurable, significant progress of
the kind that I would have hoped
for and expected," said Maryland
education consultant David Hornbeck. "I'm very enthusiastic about
what I see."
He warned that local challenges
to the authority of the Kentucky
Education Department have the
potential to undermine reform. But
he expects forceful action by state
education officials to counter the
threat.
Hornbeck singled out the state
legislative leadership for what he
called its commitment "to keep the

faith and maintain the momentum.
including the required funding, as a
new (legislative) session faces us."
As a partner in the Washington,
D.C., consulting firm Hogan &
Hartshorn, Hornbeck helped design
the 1990 Kentucky Education
Reform Act.
Hornbeck spoke Saturday at a
statewide conference for about 350
teachers, parents and administrators
sponsored by the Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence, a
non-profit group promoting education reform in Kentucky.
The conference was designed to
help local school councils develop
strategies to implement schoolbased decision-making, said Robert
Sexton, executive director of the
Prichard Committee.
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Saturday's winning numbers
selected: Pick 3: 8-0-5 (eight,
zero, five) Lotto:
13-21-23-31-36-43 (thirteen,
twenty-one, twenty-three, thirtyone, thirty-six, forty-three);
Sunday's winning numbers:
Pick 3: 8-0-1 (eight, zero, one)

Another
High Impact
Seminar...

HIGH IMPACT
LEADERSHIP
Presented by

JOHN DELVES
Career Track Seminars Inc.

JOHN DELVES

"There's a huge hunger out
there, a need for information about
this (reform) law," Sexton said.
"These folks really are out on the
cutting edge without any rule
books."
Hornbeck was on hand to provide an overview of the goals and
strategics of the reform act,
enumerating a dozen points beginning from the basic assumption that
all schoolchildren can be taught
more than they are learning now.
"This is not like finding a cure
for AIDS," he said. "This is more
a question of wills than research."
The only thing it will take to
make reform work "is for people
to think it's going to work," he
said later. And there arc several
hundred people, for example, here
today who are of that mind."

Calloway wins
fourth straight
speech tourney
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. — The
Calloway County speech team won
its fourth straight first place sweepstakes victory and Murray High
placed fourth Saturday at the
32-team Western Kentucky University Invitational Tournament.
Calloway posted a 148-129 win
over Evansville Reitz, with Christian County third with 99 points and
Murray at 76. Teams from four
states were involved in the
competition.
Calloway qualified twelve team
members for the final round of
competition, including: Laura
Luciano, 1st in Student Congress;
Sarah Walker, 1st in Prose Interpretation, 5th in Dramatic Interpretation; Michael Haney, 1st in
Extemporaneous Speaking.; Andy
Rose, 2nd in Broadcasting; Jared
Lassiter, 2nd in Storytelling;
Caleb Brown, 3rd in Storytelling; Jaime Pigg, 3rd in Oratory, 3rd
in Poetry Interpretation; Josh
Roberts, 4th in Impromptu Speaking; Amy Varner, 5th in Humorous
Interpretation, 5th in Solo Acting.
Placing for Murray High were:
Rob Carpenter, 1st in Humorous
Interpretation; Scott Conklin, 1st in
Storytelling, 2nd in Humorous
Interpretation; Ginger Crouch, 3rd
in Prose Interpretation; Shawn Kellie, 4th in Congress; Peter Johnson,
6th in Impromptu Speaking; and
Christopher Furhman, 7th in
Impromptu Speaking.

News of th(' \\?()I-1(1
CROATS SEEK TERMS IN VUKOVAR
ZAGREB, Yugoslavia — With federal forces close to victory in their threemonth sego of Vukovar, exhausted Croatian defenders today sought surrender terms and negotiated to evacuate thousands of civilians. Some street
fighting continued in the eastern town despite a cease-fire arranged by the
European Community, which has attempted to mediate an end to the
4Y, -month civil war in the secessionist republic. The loss of Vukovar would
be a psychological and strategic blow to Croatia, which declared independence June 25. The resistance has been a source of pride for Croatia and
embarrassment for the army — which would gain unchallenged control over
most of eastern Croatia with Vukovar's fall. EC spokeswoman Renilde
Steeghs said EC monitors were willing to oversee the federal takeover of
Vukovar and supervise the evacuation of we Jnded fighters and civilians.
There was no immediate word whether EC or Red Cross teams would be
able to reach the town_

AIDS IN AFRICA
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — AIDS is sweeping across Africa, imperiling millions of lives on a continent that can do little but helplessly watch the
looming devastation. In some African cities, up to one-third of the men and
women may be infected with the AIDS virus; up to 10 million children could
be orphaned by AIDS by the year 2000; South Africa estimates up to one in
three of its 40 million people may be infected by the year 2010. ''AIDS is
winning," said Dr. Kevin de Cock, head of an AIDS program in the Ivory
Coast. Scientists cite numerous reasons for the AIDS plague here, including
sexual promiscuity, poor medical services, the subservient role of women,
war and famine. Some health workers say Africans aren't being warned
about AIDS, others say sexual habits are hard to change.

DEFENSE BUDGET NEAR APPROVAL
WASHINGTON — The 1992 defense budget that Congress is about to
approve moves the nation further away from a Cold War footing. But it
leaves unanswered some important questions about shaping the armed forces for future threats. The defense bills — one authorizing specific Pontaprograms, the other providing the money for them — earmark $291 billion for the fiscal year that started Oct. 1. The dollar amount of the budget is
only 1 percent less than in 1991, after adjusting for inflation. But the defense
legislation keeps the Pentagon on a path that by the middle of the decade
will leave military spending — as a share of the overall American economy
— at its lowest level since before World War II. The defense bills are
expected to gain final House and Senate passage this week. No veto is likely, even though the legislation denies President Bush one of his biggest
requests, a go-ahead to build more B-2 stealth bombers.

11 KILLED IN BLACK FIGHTING
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — Eleven people were killed in black factional fighting, including seven people shbt to death when assailants raked a
party with gunfire, police said today. Police said men using AK-47 automatic
weapons attacked the party Sunday night in the black township of Vosloorus
near Johannesburg. Seven other people were injured in the attack. In other
violence, police said today they found the charred body of a woman who
had been burned to death in Tokoza township outside Johannesburg. Police
also said three people died in separate incidents during the weekend in Natal province. The reports gave few details. Black factional fighting has
claimed thousands of lives in recent years. Much of the fighting pits supporters of the African National Congress against the Zulu-dominated Inkatha
Freedom Party. The two black groups oppose apartheid, but are divided by
tribal and ideological differences.

PRESIDENT OF SOMALIA OVERTHROWN
NAIROBI, Kenya — The president of Somalia has been overthrown by a
rival clan leader, sources quoted the nation's official radio as saying today.
The report could not be immediately confirmed.

EDUCATION FINANCING CHALLENGED
WASHINGTON — The traditional method of financing public education
through local property taxes is being challenged in courtrooms and state
legislatures because of the disparity it produces in dollars and opportunities
for pupils. "We can't help kids dream through money, but we can help kids
dream through experiences — and money buys that," says George Towery,
principal of Cameron Elementary School in Alexandria, Va. Americans traditionally have taken pride in local control and financing of public schools. But
heavy reliance on local properly taxes produces fiscal inequities because
the tax base is not distributed equally across school districts. Lawsuits are
pending in more than 20 states charging fundamental unfairness in educational opportunity because of economic disparity, according to the Education
Commission of the States.

SOVIETS SEEK ECONOMIC HELP
MOSCOW — Envoys from the world's richest nations returned today to
renew their effort to help the collapsing Soviet economy after a series of
decrees deprived the Kremlin of control over many cash-producing exports.
The senior officials from the top industrialized nations — the so-called
Group of Seven — were scheduled to begin talks today with Kremlin and
republic leaders on issues such as foreign debt payments and economic
cooperation. In the month since the Group of Seven's last meeting in Moscow, food shortages have grown more severe and the ruble has been
devalued. To try to fix the economy, the powerful Russian republic on Saturday took steps to gain control over the money supply, foreign currency and
trade in oil, gold, diamonds.

OPERATION DESERT ESP?
WASHINGTON— A United Nations team is turning to extrasensory powers
to help it ferret out Saddam Hussein's hidden weapon sites. In the satchel
she took to Baghdad, U.S. Army Maj. Karen Jansen carried sketches of two
sites where the Iraqi leader has supposedly stashed biological weapons,
said Edward Dames, president of a company called PSI Tech. Dames, a
retired military intelligence major, and an associate drew the sketches
through "remote viewing" — the ability to locate and accurately describe
unknown things and events from afar. Various techniques of psychic Of
extrasensory viewing, which has supporters in academic circles, has been
researched in secret by several military intelligence agencies since the
1950s. But efforts to develop and implement them have generally met with
ridicule or skepticism.

A Favorite Quote

Tokyo...

"If you want a good company... hire
good people. If you want a great
company, train and develop those
who work for you.

Monday, December 2
7.30-8:00 a.m.
Registration
Seminar ...8:00 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
12:30 p.m.
Lunch
Location: Martha Layne Collins Center for
Industry and Technology Auditorium
(Corner of 16th and Chestnut Streets, Murray)

Fee: General Registration

'50 each

Leadership Murray Alumni
'35 each
and Board
Registration for 5 or more people
'40 each
from one company
'
10 each
Luncheon Buffet (optional)

Telethon

Community

Out.

Sponsor
Featuring Local Talent
and Programming

November 19

Registration Deadline: Postmarked by F'riday, Nov. 22
Mail registration form along with check to:
Sally Hopkins - Leadership Murray Treasurer
Republic Savings Bank
P.O. Box 1111, Murray, KY 42071,
TITLE
NAME
COMPANY
CITY
DAYTIME'PHONE(
Fof more information contact: Lynn Meurer, Program Committee Chairman, 502-762-1245

Analysts said the drop was an
acknowledgment by Wall Street
that a recent round of lower interest rates is not magically curing the
economy.
"It dramatizes the fact that we
are not getting out of the recession," said Peter J. Canclo, chief
investment strategist with County
NatWest USA.

Murray Independent Schools

Commodities
to be distributed

(Curris Center adjacent to Collins Center)

REGISTRATION FORM

(Cont'd from page 1)
The drop on Friday represented a
3.9 percent loss of value. It was the
fifth-largest fall by the New York
Stock Exchange's key barometer.
Going into today's session, the
Dow stood at 2,943.20.
Optimists in the United States
thought it might now be time to go
bargain-hunting. Pessimists wondered whether it was time to bail

November 21
Calloway County Schools

7:30-10:00 p.m. Each Night
Channel 46 Murray
All Proceeds Go Toward The
Regional Special Events Center

Commodities will be distributed on Thursday, Nov. 21,
from 8 Lm. to 3:30 p.m. at the
Calloway County Road Department on East Sycamore,
Identification and baskets or
other carrying containers should
be brought; anyone picking up
commodities for another person
must have a note signed by that
person.
• • • •
The USDA Emergency Food
Assistance Program is available
to, all eligible rwipients regardless of race, color, national oilgin, age, sex or handicap.
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Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Money woes strengthen family values
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP) Americans are placing more importance on family and turning away
from materialism, a study released
today indicates.
"Americans feel under increasing financial pressure, given the
recession, but at the same time,
there may be a silver lining," said
Rebecca Shahmoon Shanok, a psychologist who helped analyze the
results of two polls and other interviews for the study's sponsor, Mas-
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sachusetts Mutual Life Insurance
Co.
"Materialistic values are on the
decline," she said. "It's sort of
wonderful in a way. Necessity
breeds good things."
Mellman & Lazarus Inc., a
Washington polling company,
interviewed Americans in focus
groups and then followed up with a
telephone survey of 1,200 adults,
both in 1989 and again in
September.

For Your tomenience Now Otters

points, to 26 percent.
"As the economy has changed,
as people are having a more difficult time, they are reverting back to
their family as a source of
strength," said Eva Dion, a vice
president of Massachusetts Mutual,
based in Springfield.
The study found a 9-point rise,
to 38 percent in 1991, in those who
embrace "leaving the world to the
next generation in better shape" as
one of their most important values.

The polls found 47 percent of
adults rate as one of their most
important values "respecting one's
parents" - an increase of 9 percentage points since 1989. The
number who felt that way about
"respecting one's children" also
rose 9 points, to 43 percent in
1991.
Over the past two years, the
number of Americans who identify
"having nice things" as a very
important value has slipped 10
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keep seeking money to get the cen(Coned from page 1)
operations, will give the university ter "more functionally related to
the necessary S1,433,000 in cuts. the curriculum."
In other business:
"Dr. (lames) Booth, Dr. (Ronald
R. Kendrick, who was
'
Willie
an
on
working
are
I
1.) Kurth and
immediate objective of getting appointed to the board in Decem$1,433,200 out of our budget We ber 1987, was sworn in to begin his
will cancel a number of renovation second term. Kendrick's second
projects. It's possible Booth and I term will end Aug. 8, 1997.
will have to go into department 'The board approved a five-year
budgets and have to use some car- renewal of an inter-institutional
agreement between Murray State
ryover dollars," Kassing said.
Kassing said the affected renova- and the University of Sarajevo
tions and maintenance work, which (Yugoslavia). Both professors and
includes the West Kentucky Lives- students can participate in the
tock and Exposition Center, exchange which began in 1986.
O A student exchange agreement
Brcathitt Veterinary Center and
Wells Hall will be postponed to between MSU and the University
of Regensburg (Germany) to begin
another budget year.
The exposition center was also in the fall of 1992 was approved.
transferred from Continuing Educa- 'The board awarded the honoary
tion and Academic Outreach to the doctor of letters to Gov. Wallace
College of Industry and Technolo- Wilkinson for his contributions to
gy. Kurth said the university will the state.
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Murray Mayor Bill Cherry (front, left) and Calloway County JudgeExecutive George H. Weaks (front, right) sign a joint proclamation
designating Nov. 17 to 23 as American Education Week in Murray
and Calloway County. Back row, from left: Richard Farrell, Murray
Education Association president; Linda Patterson, chairman of the
Calloway County American Education Week committee; and Fannilee
Buchanan, president of the Calloway County Education Association.
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Schools...
(Coned from page 1)
"Thank you - you're worth a
mint!"
"We've planned a lot of little
things every day to show the community and our support personnel
how much we appreciate them,"
said Linda Patterson, who is coordinating the recognition effort for
the Calloway system.
In the Murray schools, the MEA
plans to send its support personnel
small packs of peanuts, with cards
carrying the notation, "We'd be
nuts without you." The MEA has
also invited all its teachers to a local restaurant for an afternoon
coffee-and-cake reception.
More information on events
coinciding with American F,ducation Week will be forthcoming in
this newspaper, over local radio
station broadcasts, and on various
business marquees throughout the
community.
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Bush the unbeatable?
WASHINGTON — George Bush
is in trouble. The soundest advice
any friend could give him could be
summed up in two words: Stay
home! For the next 12 months, barring some compelling necessity,
forget about foreign travel. Stay
home, George! Just stay home.
In response to critical questions
at a press conference, the president
defends his obsession with foreign
affairs. He believes the people
want him to lead the free world. He
rails against Congress for not
approving domestic programs he
recommended months ago. He
denies that he has neglected pressing problems here at home.
This is all very well, but in the
political world perceptions count as
much as realities. Probably perceptions count more. The perception
of George Bush these days is mixed. He is indeed admircd for his
successes in the realm of foreign
affairs. The communist empire has
crumbled on his watch; Arab and
Israelis at least are talking; democracy is struggling for acceptance
around much of the world.
Here at home, the picture is
quite different In a moribund economy, the recession continues.
Scarcely a ripple of good news stirs
the stagnant waters. Unemployment
remains stubbornly high; inflation
has not abated; automobile sales
remain anemic. The so-called Confidence Index drags along.

The popular perception is that
Bush is not deeply, passionately
concerned about domestic problems. His critics mail the idea of
providing a billion dollars in humanitarian relief to the dissolving
Soviet Union. If a billion dollars
would prevent utter chaos there, it
would be the best billion we could
spend, but the proposal leaves the
president open to demagogic
attack: He would rather feed the
Soviets than feed the homeless
down in Mississippi.
The perception grows at a singularly bad time. Our people live in a
constant love/hate relationship with
government. They cannot live contentedly with government, and they
resent the self-evident fact that
they can't live at all without it.
Right now the hate side is winning.
We are by nature an impatient
people. Not for us is the long view.
A demand grows for health insurance now, for better schools now,
for lower taxes now, for safe
streets now. Don't just sit there,
George! Do something!

The impatience manifests itself
in an inchoate urge to throw the
rascals out. A referendum on termlimitation lost in the state of
Washington, owing entirely to the
vigorous opposition of Speaker
Tom Foley, but don't he misled:
The issue is not dead; it is not even
soundly sleeping. A resentful
undertow swept away Dick Thomburgh in Pcnnslyvania's senatorial
race. In Virginia and New Jersey,
incumbent Democrats in the state
legislature fell in windrows.
Bush is suffering from the same
pressures that impact upon politicians everywhere. A little item in
The Wall Street Journal provides a
clue. The president is waited upon
by a White House residential staff
of 93. Five full-time employees are
required just to arrange flowers.
Four calligraphers make out the
fancy place cards for state dinners.
Sure, the people want the White
House to look nice, but think of the
people on food stamps. This is no
time for ostentation anywhere.

This well-heeled city doesn't
know what it means, metaphorically speaking, to have holes in one's
socks. The executive agencies have
perquisites to match those of an
indulgent Congress. Almost no one
walks if a ride can be had. It is
widely said that Washington is out
of touch with the rest of the country, and the charge rings true.
Presidents rarely deserve what
they gel The Hoover Depression
wasn't Hoover's. The Reagan tax
cuts were provided not by Reagan,
but by a lopsided vote in a Congress controlled by Democrats.
Even so, the rules are clear: A
president may claim credit for the
good things that happen during his
- administration, but he must bear
the blame for the ills that befall us.
This is the Bush recession. He has
to present a believable picture of a
man determined to do something
about it. Now!
The accumulating pressures, if
not soon relieved, could make Bush
a one-term president. He probably
could beat any one of the five
lightweights now running for the
Democratic nomination, but New
York's Gov. Mario Cuomo could
give him a tough race. If Sen.
Lloyd Bentsen of Texas should
change his mind and run, he would
be a formidable challenger. The
fight for the White House in 1992
is just beginning. Bush's main
opponent right now is himself.
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Architects, engineers
climb on bandwagon
of campaign reforms
By CHARLES WOLFE
An AP News Analysis

FRANKFORT, Ky. — There is a growing feeling that the General
Assembly must do something about Kentucky's cash-register approach to
political campaigns.
But some are asking the legislature to save them from themselves.
Cries for reform are coming from some of the very interest groups that
have fed money into an insatiable system for decades.
Last month it was the board of directors of the Kentucky Association of
Highway Contractors.
Last week, the regulatory boards for engineers, architects and landscape
architects joined the chorus. They called for legislation to bring down the
cost of running for office.
"We want to scale it down," said Byron Romanowitz. a Lexington
architect and former chairman of the state architects' registration board.
Romanowitz and two prominent colleagues — George Ely, chairman of
the engineers' and surveyors' registration board and John Carman, former
chairman of the landscape architects' board — didn't offer specifics.
But their concepts are:
—A limit on what campaign committees can spend. It's currently openended.
—A lower ceiling on individual contributions, which is now $4,000 per
election. That means one could give $8,000 to a candidate in an election
cycle — half in the primary, half in the general election.
—A limit on total contributions by employees of a single company that
seeks or receives a non-bid state contract — precisely the kind of contract
the state uses for architectural and engineering services.
Finally, the three men said their regulatory boards want the power to
make adherence to state election laws a condition for certification.
Carman. Ely and Romanowitz readily acknowledged that people in their
businesses have a collective image problem. It's the image of well-heeled
design professionals ponying up to candidates to make sure the contracts
keep coming in the new administration_
They issued a joint statement Friday that admitted as much.
Design professionals, it said, "are caught between the responsibility to
maintain their livelihood ... and their ethical responsibility to avoid the
perception of conflicts."
"The responsibility of job security often wins, as it is difficult to
ignore requests for contributions when the successful candidates control
the award of contracts that the professional seeks to maintain that livelihood," the statement said.
These three know of whence they speak. All arc regular. large contributors to Kentucky political candidates.
Any suggestion to lower the cost of campaigns is timely enough. After
all, Kentucky just came through a gubernatorial campaign in which the
winner raised $8R million.
But questions remain: Is it enough merely to lower the threshold? Can
there be reform as long as the governor and his finance secretary can dole
out architectural and engineering contracts without competitive bidding?
Romanowitz, Ely and Carman said yes. The kcy, they said, would be
the policing of their own professions. And besides, a bidding system
doesn't work for architectural and engineering services.
Romanowitz said the Finance Cabinet's professional staff knows which
firms are competent and which are not.
But the crucial issue is — always has been — whether that staff will be
permitted to judge contractors on merit, not on how much they gave the
governor's campaign.
•

•

•

•

(Charles Wolfe is a statehouse reporter for The Associated Press.)

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
.opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
'tit letters on a variety M topics, provided they comply with the folmg guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
ter's address and telephone !mother included In case verification is
(teleptume numbers will not be published). The Murky Led& imes reserves the right to‘'crrudesse or reject any letter. should be addressed to Letter to the Editor. Murray Ledger
Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

By STEVEN KOMAROW
An AP News Analysis

WASHINGTON — It's the time
of year when Congress tries to put
its best stuff on the table. But some
delicious entrees will get stashed
away in hopes they'll be even better next year.
As they do at the end of each
session, congressional leaders are
preparing lists of passed bills to
hand out as proof that they earned
their pay. And, as usual, the list
will be long.
But most of the list is routine
business and about as interesting as
oatmeal. Members of Congress
need some beef to carry to the
town meetings and Rotary Clubs on
their long Christmas break — items
like the new national highway and
transportation program.
House and Senate negotiators
could spend months sorting out the
$151 billion in road, mass transit,
and bicycle projects — but they'll
probably do it in a matter of days.
They must This kind of bill is
basic: it means jobs. And besides,
it was supposed to be finished back
in October.
In addition, after four months of
bitter rhetoric it became clear to
both sides there was no option but
to pass an extension of unemployment benefits for people who lost

their jobs months ago. President and the Republicans blame ConBush dropped his veto threat and gress for every rape and murder in
the nation.
the Democrats compromised.
But beyond what lawmakers are
few
a
The civil rights bill passed
weeks ago developed after an even bringing home for the holidays,
longer political incubation: months there's a long menu of items they'll
of partisan bickering and then, sud- use to spice up next year's preelection session.
denly, a deal.
Democrats last week held a news
Also in the must-pass category conference to declare health care
are the bills to shore up the bank their No. 1 priority. Their fervor
and savings and loan systems. for the issue is based on the sucThese are the opposite of the high- cess that Sen. Harris Wofford,
way and unemployment bills — D-Pa., had in his recent election
nobody even wants to talk about victory over former Attorney Genthem, as evidenced when the House eral Dick Thornburgh.
last week killed a banking reform
But actually passing a major
bill for the second time in 10 days. health care plan will be tough. The
The only thing worse than hav- last time Congress made a foray
ing those bills, however, is not into this area was when it answered
having them.
President Reagan's call for "cataIf the financial industry truly strophic" health insurance, to prewent awry — say, a major bank vent medical tragedy from impovfailed and the federal insurance erishing people.
fund was too dry to pay the deposiCongress dropped the plan after
tors — voters might not wait for groups representing the elderly
term-limitation initiatives to make organized against it, and many lawdrastic cuts in the average tenure makers remain cautious about
on Capitol Hill.
doing anything in the health area.
Another much-talked-about issue
So the goal for many lawmakers
in both parties seems to be to get is campaign spending reform. After
Bush to take the heat and make years of discussion, it's possible
them vote for a taxpayer bailout. that before adjournment the House
Another bill they fear not pass- and Senate will each have passed a
ing is the crime bill. Democrats version.
House Speaker Thomas Foley
especially don't look forward to
spending the holidays hearing Bush and other leaders, seeing that the

term-limitation movement has a lot
of incumbents worried, and have
promised to make campaign reform
a top priority.
Perhaps the most partisan item in
the cupboard for next year is taxes.
Democrats are promising to reduce
income tax rates for the middle
class, and Bush is insisting that a
cut in the capital gains tax on
investment profits is the best way
to stimulate the economy.
While they argue, a series of tax
breaks for business investment,
including one that subsidizes lowincome housing, arc expiring.
In a presidential election year,
especially if the economy stays
weak, the pressure will grow for
Congress and the administration to
do something. Democrats hope
their argument that a capital gains
cut is a giveaway to the rich will
work as a political issue as well as
it did last year.
But, as shown in the unemployment and civil rights bills, Congress can't get anything done without Bush's help. And a stalemate
might help his plan to run against a
do-nothing Congress, a la Harry
Truman.
• • • •
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Steven
Komarow covers Congress for The
Associated Press.)

Afew ofBush's unfavorite things
President Bush's popularity is
skidding, and the pollsters say it's
because he's not a homebody. His
critics complain that instead of
tending to domestic troubles he's
gadding about the globe being
president of the world. And his
advisers are wondering what he
should do about it.
What he should do about it is
simple enough. He should make a
speech and level with everybody.
Maybe something like this:
"My fellow Americans, as well
as you millions of undocumented
workers:
"In recent days, I've been criticized. The foreign-travel thing.
People say I should spend more
time with the domestic thing.
"So I'll tell you why I travel. I
like it Land at an airport in Asia or
Europe or just about anywhere.
Greeted by foreign leaders happy
to see me. Think I'll give them
money. Maybe I will.
"Nice palace. Good lunch. Talk
about treaties and trade agreements
and arms agreements and the diplomatic things that most of you don't
understand. If you did, you'd be
bored. But I like them. Treaties and
agreements: neat. Sign them and
everybody shakes hands and they
take pictures and it's part of the
history thing.
"Then you go to the airport and

wave goodbye and jet to the next
country. And they're happy to see
me. Think I'll give them money.
"But what happens if I stay here
in the White House all the time?
Tell you what. The domestic thing.
The crime thing. The economy
thing. The tax thing. The deficit
thing. The unemployment thing.
The crumbling-cities thing. The
cost of health care thing. The drug
thing. The homeless thing.
"Tough problems. Yes. And
what makes them tougher is that
there isn't much I can do about
them.
"Take the crime thing. Thought I
had that settled. Willie Horton,
bad. Policemen, good. Liberal
judges, bad. Tough judges, good.
ACLU, bad. NRA. good. Mean
streets. bad. Street lights, good.
"Can't sign an arms-reduction
agreement with a Chicago street
gang. Can't trust 'cm. Sign it, walk
away, and they start shooting
again. So how do you deal with the

crime thing? Lock your doors.
Become a Republican. Move to a
suburb: Safer out there.
"The economy thing. It's a
money thing. Some people don't
have enough. Don't spend. Spending is good. Makes jobs. Jobs arc
good. Create paychecks. More
spending. More jobs. More jobs,
more taxes. No jobs, no paychecks.
No paychecks, no money. No
spending. No jobs.
"The unemployment thing. Bad.
Best thing to do is get a good job,
become a Republican and get rich.
Thcn you have money and your
economy is good. Thought I
explained all that in the campaign.
"Health care. That's part of the
compassion thing. I've got it, the
compassion thing. Sickness is bad,
health is good. Been sick, didn't
like it. Been healthy, felt good.
"Health care, all for it. Best
thing when you're tick. • NurSes,
doctors, medicine, the fulltreatment thing. Everybody should

have it. Unless you die and you
don't need it. Death, bad. Alive,
good.
"But who's gonna pay for it?
Can't have the socialism -medicine
thing. Doctors don't like it. Cuts
their profits. Make less profit,
spend less, pay less taxes. Bad for
the economy. AMA doesn't like it.
"Try running. Running is good.
So is walking fast. Keeps the
weight off. Won't get sick as
much. Running and walking. Better
than socialized medicine.
"The education thing. Illiteracy,
bad. Knowledge, good. Dropouts,
bad. lob training, good. Got to
have long-range planning. Everybody graduating by 1998. Everybody reading The Wall Street Journal by 2000. Everybody doing
computer programming by 2002.
Every mom and dad in the PTA by
2004. But got to have personal
responsibility. No smoking in the
hallways. No sleeping in study hall.
No food fights. Drive 15 miles an
hour on school days when students
are present. The safety thing.
Apples for teachers, that's good.
Part of the health thing.
"That's it Planning. The vision
thing. Got to go now. Plane waiting. The foreign-affairs thing. Got
to fly awarand see a sheik. Thinks
I'll give him money. Hope he'll
give me money. Can use it."
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
Burley, soybean production
forecasts up for November
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Kentucky's Nov. 1 production
forecast for burley tobacco and
soybeans were above the Oct. 1
forecast, according to the Kentucky
Agricultural Statistics Service.
The corn production forecast was
unchanged. Corn and soybean
harvesting continued at a rapid
pace reaching 94 and 65 percent
complete respectively on Nov. 3.
This- was ahead of both last year
and the 5-year average.
Burley stripping at 32 percent
complete was also well ahead of
last year and average.
Burley tobacco production in
Kentucky for 1991 is forecast at
458 million pounds, up 2 percent
from October and 9 percent above
the 1990 crop. This is the largest
crop in seven years.
Kentucky's production, however,
is only 88 percent of the increased
effective quota for 1991. The 1991
harvested acreage at 213,000 acres
is the largest since 1982.
A average yield of 2,150 pounds
is expected, compared with 2,270
pounds for 1990.
The Eight-State Burley Belt production is forecast at 654.4 million
pounds, up 10 percent from 1990.
Yield is forecast at 2,115 pounds
per acre. Kentucky's production for
the four dark tobacco types is
expected to be 21.4 million pounds,
down 4 percent from 1990.
Corn production in Kentucky is

forecast at 112.5 million bushels,
the same as a month earlier, but
down 6 percent from last year.
Yield per acre remained
unchanged from Oct. I at 90
bushels and is 10 bushels per acre
below 1990. Corn yields were
highly variable due to the dry summer, scattered rainfall received and
date of planting.
U.S. corn production is expected
to total 7.49 billion bushels, up
slightly from Oct. 1 but 6 percent
below 1990. Average yield is forecast at 108.9 bushels, down 9.6
bushels from last year. Harvested
acreage at 68.7 million acres is up
3 percent from 1990.
Kentucky's soybean production
is forecast at 33.9 million bushels
on Nov. 1, 7 percent above the
October forecast, but 13 percent
below the previous year. The
increase in production from October is due to the higher average
yield of 30 bushels per acre on
Nov. 1, a two bushel increase from
last month.
Late season rains improved the
yield of double crop soybeans.
Harvested acres are estimated at
1.13 million acres, 7 percent below
1990. U.S. soybean production is
expected to total 1.96 billion
bushels, 2 percent above last year.
Average yield is forecast at 33.5
bushels per acre, down .6 bushels
from 1990.

1991 rice production forecast
to increase 2 percent in 1992
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
rice production in 1991 is forecast
to be up 2 percent from a year earlier, the Agriculture Department
says.
"This is due to projected small
increases in harvested acreage and
yields," the department said in a
recent situation and outlook report
on the rice crop.
Output of long grain rice is forecast up 4 percent, while combined
medium and short grain output is
expected to fall 3 percent, it said.
Total production is forecast at
157.7 million hundredweight, or
100 pounds.
"Domestic use continues to
grow as per capita use increases,"
the report said. "Food use for
1991-92 is forecast up 5 percent,
based on trend increases. Brewers'

use, currently around 18 percent of
total-domestic use, is projected up
slightly."
Exports have accounted for
about 50 percent of total U.S. rice
use in the past. "However, in the
last few years, domestic use has
surged ahead of exports," the
report said.
"Relatively tight supplies,
strong growth in the domestic
market, and higher domestic prices
have limited U.S. rice available for
export and have pressured prices
above those of foreign rice exporters," it said.
U.S. exports are projected at 70
million hundredweight in 1991-92,
down slightly from 1990-91 and
substantially below the near-record
85.9 million hundredweight in
1988-89.
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Dry cereal becoming 'pop'ular overseas

rately measuring or updating supply, demand and price levels.
Wallop and Simpson said USDA
should develop a method of tracking sheep supply and demand, and
recommended that the department's
Market News division be required
to report all wholesale and retail
lamb boxed prices.
"America's sheep industry is in
economic crisis," the senators told
Madigan. "Time is running out for
the U.S. sheep industry, and this
situation must be reversed."
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Cattle and calves 557 compared to last week. Slaughter steers Feeder
lower.
steady-1
bulls
r
last week. Slaughter cows steady, slaughte
steady -1 highsteers and heifers steady-1 lower on weights under 600 lb.,
er on weights over 600 lb.
choice 3-4 1,124
Slaughter steers: choice 3-4 1,403 lb. 63.25, select and
1-3 40-45, cutter
utility
boning
and
cutter
high
cows:
lb. 58.50. Slaughter
lb. indicating
585
1,155-1,
1-2 36.50-42. Slaughter bulls: yield grade 1-2
.75.
51.25-53
77-78 carcass boning percent
300-400 lb.
Feeders: Steers: medium and large No. 1 260 lb. 105,
782 lb.
72-75,
lb.
600-700
75-80,
80-97, 400-500 lb. 83-85, 500-600 lb.
lb.
400-500
79-80,
lb.
300-400
76,
lb.
265
1
No.
77, 845 lb. 69, small
lb.
200-300
2
No.
67-81, 500-600 lb. 67-70, 600-700 lb. 63-73, medium 60, 770-845 lb.
lb.
585
72,
lb.
400
2
No.
68-80, 500-650 lb. 72-78, large
53-60.
90-103, 300-400
Feeder: heifers: medium and large No. 1 200-300 lb.
lb. 75-81,
500-600
70-79,
lb.
400-500
88.50,
lb. 72-79, lot of five
lb. 70-72,
400-500
1
No.
600-711 lb. 70-73, 760-900 lb. 50-55, small
calves at
lb.
300
with
cows
stock
1
No.
large No. 21,135 lb. 50. Medium
seven
and
olds
year
four
cows
stock
1
No.
side 630 per pair. Medium
large
bull:
Stock
each.
425
months bred 580 each. Small No. 1 stock cows
No. 1 1,215 lb. 54.50.

Dr. Stuart Naulty
Dr. Mary Bolton
Podiatrists specializing
in the medical and surgical
treatment of foot problems.
Bel Air Center
Hours by Appt

South 12th St.
Mon. thru Fri.

Murray, KY
753-0668

million by 1995. Exports this year
are expected to exceed $130
million.
The largest customer for U.S.
breakfast cereals has been Canada,
and it is likely to remain so, the
report said. In 1990, exports to
Canada came to $38 million,
accounting for 45 percent of cereal
exports to all countries.
Besides Canada, other major
markets and expected 1991 sales
include the European Community,
up to $50 million; the Caribbean,
up to $25 million; Mexico, $10
million; Saudi Arabia, $9 million;
and Japan, $2 million.
"While a number of factors and
unique circumstances are responsible for the growth of each of these
markets, the role of tourism and the
spread of Western tastes and eating
habits seem to be a central theme,"
said the article.
"These effects can be felt when
U.S. tourists visit another country

Burley Council putting up over
60 billboards to promote crop
SPRINGFIELD, Ky. (AP) —
The Council for Burley Tobacco is
putting up more than 60 billboards
around the state to stress the leaf's
importance to Kentucky's
economy.
The campaign will cost $22,000
and will begin Friday, 10 days
before the opening of burley markets in Kentucky and seven other
states, and will continue through
December.
Each sign will carry the message
that "Tobacco Still Counts" and
will provide estimates of'the dollar
return from tobacco sales in each
community. The figures are based
on University of Kentucky estimates of annual sales at burley and
other types of tobacco in the state.
Burley, one of two major types
of cigarette tobacco, dominates
Kentucky farming and is the state's
No. 1 legal cash crop.
"We expect tobacco to contribute more than $904 million in net

sales in Kentucky alone this year,"
said Bob Hornback, a Shelby
County farmer who is president of
the council. It works to promote
the economic contributions of
tobacco.
Milton Shuffett, professor of
agricultural economics at UK, said
the money that farmers received
from tobacco changed hands about
three times after the initial sale at
the market.
Hornback said that with 17 burley warehouses in Lexington, sales
in the Bluegrass translate into more
than $140 million a year for the
central Kentucky economy.
In Shelbyville, tobacco sales
contribute $57 million a year,
Hornback said.
Hornback, who traveled with
tobacco company officials on a
tour of central Kentucky warehouses Tuesday, said most news
about tobacco was negative.

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?
Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.
When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.

Mrray Ledger & Times
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Foreign interests
in U.S. farmland
up 15 percent
By MARGARET SCHERF

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
snap, crackle and pop of breakfast
cereal is being heard increasingly
around the world as more people in
other countries give up their traditional wake-up foods for the
American mainstay.
So says the Agriculture Department's December issue of AgExporter, which reports that the
United States exported a record
$85 million in dried breakfast cereals in 1990, four times as much as
in 1986.
That growth in exports is
"buoyed by rising incomes and
populations, growing demand
generated by Western tourists in
major markets, declining trade barriers and changing tastes and preferences," it said.
If the United States continues to
gain its share at the rate it has over
the past few years, annual exports
of breakfast cereals should reach
between $200 million and $250
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Agriculture scholarships

Senators asking Madigan to develop
restructuring plan for sheep market
WASHINGTON (AP) — Wyoming's senators are asking Agriculture Secretary Edward Madigan to
develop a market restructuring plan
in a bid to help save the sheep
industry.
Republican Sens. Malcolm Wallop and Alan Simpson noted that
nearly three-fourths of total U.S.
Iamb distribution nationwide goes
unreported by the Agriculture
Department.
As a result, they said in a letter,
the industry has no way of accu-

•

and bring their eating habits with
them or when consumers of another
country visit the United States and
are exposed to U.S. breakfast
diets."
Noting that "some Asian buyers
are showing increased health consciousness and some countries prefer sweet cereals," the article said
U.S. exporters "may have greater
success by paying special attention
to such taste preferences."

WASHINGTON — Foreign
interests owned 14.5 million acres,
or slightly over 1 percent, of privately owned U.S. agricultural land
at the end of 1990, the Agriculture
Department says.
Although that is up 15 percent
from the previous year, it should
not be cause for alarm, said Peter
DeBraal of USDA's Economic
Research Service, who compiled
the statistics.
He said foreign ownership has
remained relatively steady from
1981 to 1990, at slightly above or
below 1 percent.
DeBraal noted that about 62 percent of the reported foreign holdings is land actually owned by U.S.
firms. The law requires them to
register their landholdings as foreign if at least 10 percent of their
stock is held by foreign investors.
Also, an increase in foreign ownership from one year to another
does not necessarily represent land
newly acquired by foreigners, he
said.
"Nor do the numbers necessarily
represent exclusive ownership by
foreigners," DcBraal said in a
recent issue of USDA's Farmline
magazine.

Local FmHA office
to close Nov. 20-21
The Murray Farmers Home
Administration office will be
closed Wednesday and Thursday, Nov. 20-21, in order for the
staff to attend a training
meeting.
The office will reopen at 8
a.m. on Friday. Nov. 22.

Ross Insurance Agency
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
753-0489

6th 8, Main

4563
753CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES

Installation
and Service

YOU

"Check Us Out."

D&W Auto Glass Shop
512 S. 12th St., Murray

JOHN DEERE
GREEN LIGHT SERVICE
All work to be
scheduled after
November 15th
and must be
by
completed
March 15th.

•

SAVE 10%
On Service Work and Pads
Used in Service Work*
FREE HAULING

JOHN DUN

• Discounts and free hauling apply when bills are paid within 15
days of completion of work. All work to be performed in our shop.

LI Ell Center

Hwy. 641 South

759-1617
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MURRAY TODAY
Anniversary reception planned Sunday
!THEATRES

CtarEell Sue
(PG)

1:30
3:25
7:05
9:05

1:30
3:25
7:10

Deceived
(PG13)

9:10

All I Want For
Christmas (G)
An Shows-Ali Times
•ly $1.50
Weekend at Barflies
(PG13)

1:30
3:15

7:00
9:00
1:30
3:25
705
905

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only

Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
Rent tour moile..at the moiies!
lees che,tnut • 753-3311
open it:am to 10:pm

Mr. and Mrs. Art Lee will be
honored at a reception in celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, Nov. 24.
The event, hosted by their
daughter, Deborah Nance Lee, will
be from 2 to 4 p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
All friends and relatives arc
invited to attend. The family
requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee were married
on Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 20,
1941, at the Hazel Methodist
Church. The Rev. A.C. Moore
officiated.
Their attendants were the late
Marcia Nance Lee, sister of the
bride, and the late Elwood (Jack)
Lee, brother of the groom, who had
married the previous year.
The late Mrs. Leslie Ellis, Mrs.
Lee's aunt, hosted the wedding
dinner.
Mrs. Lee, the former Marilyn
Nance, is the daughter of the late
H.L. Nance and Eva Paschall
Nance of Paris, Tenn.
Mr. Lee is the son of the late
Mary Belle Lee Hawkins of Park
City and the late Parrish Lee of
Louisville. He is the former owner
of Lee's Auto Upholstery.
They are the parents of one
daughter. Deborah Nance Lee of
Louisville.

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Oaks Country Club will have its general membership meeting on
Thursday, Nov. 21, at 7 p.m. at the club, Members are asked to note that
the date is on Thursday, according to Melva Hatcher, secretary. Other
club officers are Bill Seale, president, Tim Holloway, vice president, and
Norman Lane, treasurer.

Elm Grove senior event Tuesday
Senior Citizens will be honored at a potluck luncheon on Tuesday, Nov.
19, at 11:30 a.m. at Elm Grove Baptist Church. The Rev. Jim Simmons,
pastor of Memorial Baptist Church, will be the special guest speaker. This
event will be sponsored by Golden Circle Sunday School Class of the
church.

Arts Guild meeting Tuesday
Murray Art Guild will have its general membership meeting on Tuesday,
Nov. 19, at 1 p.m. at the guild. Patricia Clark, president, urges all members
and interested persons to attend.

Singles will meet Tuesday
The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, Nov. 19, at 7 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. 'Cajun Wok
Cooking will be program to be presented by Glen Brown of Paducah. He
will share sone of his cooking tips and humor. This is a nonprofit support
and social group for single adults. For information call Pamela, 753-7638,
Jeanne, 753-0224, Sharon, 1-527-9748, or Rebekah, 1-247-5765.

Wisconsin Group will meet

Mr. and Mrs. Art Lee

A special meeting of all former residents of Wisconsin living in this area
will be Wednesday, Nov. 20, at 7 p.m. at Golden Corral Restaurant, Murray.
This will be a dutch treat meal. For more information call Dolores Wells at
753-2155.

7*()j) rt'fitiOnt'l"

Canasta play Wednesday
A Canasta Group meets each first and third Wednesday at Weaks Center. The play will start at 1 p.m. on Wednesday, Nov. 20. This is open to all
interested senior citizens. For information call 753-0929.

Bingo games Tuesday

Hi, I'm
Dr.Dennis L.
Heskett,D.C.

Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be Tuesday, Nov.
19, at 7 p.m. at the new K/C Building on Squire Hale Road, between South
Johnny Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The doors will open at 6 p.m.

Coffee Break Tuesday

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?
Today's Doetor ofChiropractic must complete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In most.
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education, I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster,Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams,President of Life University. And I have visited
a number of other chiropractic clinics to study thii
methods and procedures.
Additionally, I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago to stay
current on the latest chiropractic advances.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer
you. If you have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what you don't know, can't help you. Call me
today and let me help you.
Did you know that the symptoms most commonly treated
by chiropractors are:
J Back Pain

"J Headaches
J Arthritis
_I Bursitis
J Hip Pain

Neck Pain
J StiffriOss
J Numbness

U
U
U
U

A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on
Tuesday, Nov. 19, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for all interested persons
meet for Bible study and refreshments.

Murray TOPS will meet
Wynema Brown, of Little Golden Pond, recently received the award
for best petitioner in the U.S. by the General Grand Chapter of the
Order of Eastern Star. The award was presented on Nov. 6. Brown is
a member of Alford Chapter No. 445 of Aurora.

Free checks on Tuesday
Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday, Nov. 19, from 12 noon
to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-Day Adventist Church, Sycamore and South
15th Streets. This is a free service of the church.

Alpha Mu meeting changed
The next scheduled meeting of Alpha Mu 94760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha
International Sorority has been changed from Nov. 19 to Dec. 2 at 6:30 p.m.
at which time chapter members will meet at the National Guard Armory to
assist members of the National Guard in its collection of groceries for Need
Lino.

Story Hours planned
Sandy Linn, Youth Services Director for Calloway County Public Library,
has released the theme for Story Hours on Tuesday and Wednesday, Nov.
19 and 20, at 10:30 a.m. and Parents and Twos at 9:30 a.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. The theme for this week will be To Grandmother's
House We Go' - a celebration of Thanksgiving. For more information or to
register a child, interested persons may call the library at 753-2288.

MHS Seniors to present play

NOW $20

'Heading' for A Wedding' will be the play to be presented by the Senior
Class of Murray High School on Thursday and Friday, Nov. 21 and 22. The
production will be in the Drama Room of Murray High School at 7:30 each
evening.

Lumina Highghts
; jbeau.
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DES Rescue Unit plans project
Murray-Calloway County DES Rescue Unit is sponsoring a fund-raising
project to raise funds to play for a needed building and purchase needed
equipment. Within the next few days, someone with a letter of authorization
from Chief Kenneth Reynolds will call on residents to explain this project
throughly. 'Please support your DES Unit as you have in the past, and your
cooperation is needed and greatly appreciated: a DES member said.

Painful Joints
Shoulder Pain
Arm/Leg Pain
Cold Hands/Feet

To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

FREE

FREE

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle strengthness test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.
DISCIA1110127

TOPS SKentucky 34 of Murray, local chapter of TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club, Inc., will meet Tuesday, Nov. 19, at 7 p.m. at Southside
Manor Community Room, Glendale Road. TOPS is an international, nonprofit weight-control organization. Its program is based on a combination of
group dynamics, competition, recognition and obesity research. For more
information call Lois Wilcox at 759-9964.

HE

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811

cI 9111 JCPonney Company, Inc

Overeaters on Wednesday
Murray Overeaters Anonymous meetings will be Wednesday, Nov. 20, at
Ellis Community Center, 630 Ellis Dr. The beginners will meet at 5:15 p.m.
with the regular meeting at 5:30 p.m. This is open to all interested persons.
Overeater's Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women from all walks of
life who meet in order to help solve a common problem — compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after the Alcoholics Anonymous program. There
are no dues, no tees, no weigh-ins, and no diets.
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759-1116

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett
Chiropractor

Heskett Chiropractic Center
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H

Hours: 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours er Weekends, Call 753-4304

Books
Bibles
Calendars
Ornaments
Decorations

goolunaRh
Just In - Time For Christmas!
Perfect Gifts For Everyone

Downtown, Court Square

On Your List,

753-7222

Cassette Tapes
Stocking Stuffers
Mugs & Plaques
Games & Puzzles
Cards & Gifts

Mon.-Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1-5

Monday, Oct. 21
Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Clubr1 p.m./club house.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
(Cont'd on page 71

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

NDAR
CALE
(Cont'd &on; page 6)
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Hickory Grove
Ladies' Night
to be Thursday

Monday, Nov. 18
Tony Hendren, percussionist
recital/8 p.m./Annex Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center, Murray State.
Admission free.

The annual Ladies' Night Out at
Hickory Grove Church of Christ
will be Thursday, Nov. 21, from
6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
"Let Your Light Shine" will be
the theme of the program.
Speakers and subjects will be "In
the Community" by Christy Hurt;
"On the Job" by Shirley Mays: "In
the Home" by Irene Taylor; "In the
School" by Jamie Pigg and Walerie
Chapman; and "In the Church" by
Irene Taylor, guest speaker.
All women of the area are
invited to attend, according to Ann
Darnell, a church member.

Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.

ng on
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Narcotics Anonymous/7
p.m./Parish Center, St. Leo Catholic Church.
Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30
p.m./First Christian Church.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Eva Wall Circle Mission
Study/10 a.m. and Puppets/8 p.m.

e, Nov.

'mons,
r. This
of the

iesday.

Eimbers

First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult
Fxercise/9 a.m.; Adult
Exercise/5:15 p.m.; Council on
Ministries/7 p.m.
Friendship/Hannah Circles of
First United Methodist Church
Women/7 p.m./home of Judy
Stabler.
Murray High School Soccer and
Golf Banquet/7 p.m./cafeteria.

7 p.m.
in Wok
ah. He
support
3-7638.

Six members of J.N. Williams Chapter of United Daughters of the
Confederacy had a special tour on Oct. 16. They visited the historic
home, Adsmore, at Princeton, and then had lunch at Pattie's at
Grand Rivers. Pictured, from left, Mrs. N.A. Ezell, Mrs. Mable
Pritchard, Mrs. Effie Vaughn, Mrs. Lula Bell Hodges, Mrs. Jean
Murdock and Mrs. Ed Davis. The chapter will meet Wednesday, Nov.
20, at 1:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs. William Barker with Mrs.
Hodges as speaker.

Jii-t

L1 Gutis' entertaiii

Self/Help Support Group of the
Blind/7 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.

ler%ports

Murray Lodge No. 105
F&AM/6:30 p.m. supper/7:30
p.m./meeting at lodge.

Is area
Murray.
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Laura Jones
bride-elect of
Trevor Coleman
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier is
Bridal Registry
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"paducah's MOST INTERESTING STORE"
come see - you'll agree

PECAN HALVES
'
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fresh shipment just received
$449full pound

Good Till 11-21-91

WATER CHESTNUTS

CANS

100

The Party Mart
509 Ions Ook Rd.
Hannan Shopping Plaza
Paducah, Ky.
OPEN 5A.M. is 10 P.M.
Id. I. Sat. 'If 11 P.M.

12058 Chestnut * 753-1851

Marine Corps League Billy Ray
Walston Detachment #679/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Tuesday, Nov. 19
Retirees of Local 1068 and other
locals of UAW-AFL-C10/12 noon
potluck/Ellis Center.

A STRONGER

Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.

BANK INDUSTRY.
One that is well-run and stable, through

ty, Nov
1 South
6 p.m

Southwest Calloway Site Based
Council/6:30 p.m. at school.
MHS Class of 1972/reunion
meeting/7 p.m./home of Decie
Miles.

Jrch on
•ed per-

Dexter Center/open at 9:30
a.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' Activities.

pounds
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Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Quilt Lovers/6 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library.

2 noon
I South

Murray Optimist Club/12 noon/
Homeplace Restaurant.

good economic times and turbulent ones.
That's what everyone wants and needs.

Afa
The Music Department of Murray Woman's Club was entered at its
October meeting by "Just Us Guys," a group of 11 piano students of
Murray Music Teachers' Association members Ellie Brown, Janet
Finch, Karen Greer, Joyce Herndon, Dorothy Mason and Margaret
Wilkins. Pictured, from left, seated, Tyler Williams and Trey Green,
standing, Ben Binford, Brandon Sharp, Matthew Brown, John Eric
Yezerski, Nathan Hughes, David Harp, Drew Thompson, J.T. Harrington and Matthew Yezerski. Cookies and punch were served by
Mary Shipley, Cassie Bright, Martha Crafton, Evelyn Chilcutt, Joanne Cavitt, Flo BuMngton and Linda Pierce. At the Nov. 19th meeting
a patriotic tribute, featuring Steve Littlefield, will be presented. Hostesses will be Rebecca Landolt, Sally DuFord, Sandra Duncan.
Thurman, Flo Rogers, Nell Earwood, Betty Lowry, Karen Isaacs,
Mayme Nell Staudacher and Pat Sanders.
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WHY A NEW SAVINGS BANK
WILL BE GOOD FOR MURRAY...

Wadesboro Homemakers Club/II
a.m./Sirloin Stockade.

Golden Circle Class/Memorial
Baptist Church/7 p.m./Teressa
Burgess.
Ladies' Bible Class/University
Church of Christ/9:30 a.m.
Mothers' Morning Out/9
a.m./First United Methodist
Church.
MSU Concert by Chamber Singers
and Men's and Women's
Choruses/8 p.m./Farrell Recital
Hall, FA Building.

offer you the best of

the interests of this community in mind as

Angela Hudgin will be guest
musician at the "Holiday Auction" luncheon of Murray Christian Women's Club on Tuesday,
Nov. 19, at 12 noon at Seven
Seas. Hudgin is pursuing a
Bachelor of Music education
degree at Murray State University where she is,a member of Alpha Omicron Pi sorority.

daily decisions are made.
And United Commonwealth has the
support of BMC Bankcorp. a neighbor
with the financial strength to ensure the
stability and sound management of this
exciting new venture.
A stronger financial industry in Murray

J.T. LEE, Jeweler

means better banking fig-everyone. And

"Where your ideas turn to gold.
759-1141
Dixieland Center

better banking is what United
Commonwealth is all about."
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Want really clean carpetsl
for the Holidays?
For clean, beautiful carpets
this Holiday Season, rent
our lightweight, easyto-use Host* Machine
Paint & Decorating
and get
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321
COUPON
$3.00 OFF

Dr. J.D. Outland. Director
United Commonwealth Bank

Coupon good thru February 8, 1992

Ship All Your Packages Here

SAVE UP TO

40 h

Walter's Pharmacy
UPS

LBL events include Planetarium
Show/2 p.m./GHPVC; Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850; Quota Gun
Hunt.

MURRAY
TODAY

Commonwealth will

both worlds. On the

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Bonanza at Draffenvillc/9-11:30
a.m. and 12:30-2:30 p.m.

GED Test/8 a.m./Counseling and
Testing Center/Ordway Hall, Murray State. Info/162-6851.

Murray
b house.

You see, United

local people. Which means it will keep

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Ladies' Night Out/6 p.m./Murray
Country Club.
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nd your
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you early next year. -

directors and managers. and staffed with

Rotary TelethonfTV 46/7:30 p.m.

AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./American
Legion Hall, South Sixth and
Maple Streets.
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luncheon/12 noon/Seven Seas.
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Cancer Support Group/3
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Hospital.
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Airborne Express

A Federal Savings Bank In Formation

11.

"Try Walter's
Pharmacy - We
Care About
Your Health "
519 South 12th

UNITEOAONWEALn2

753-7688

TOGETHER IT'S POSSIBLE.

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Racers make the big play, beat Indians
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ledger

Times Staff Writer
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Playing in the friendly confines
of Roy Stewart Stadium this season. the Murray State Racers have
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ence win of the season — over
Mumford's hopes were not
newcomer Southeast Missouri'
as Murray exploded
answered,
State.
it was long overdue," Racer midway through the first half, scorhead coach Mike Mahoney said ing all 14 points in a six-minute
after the OVC win; the last coming span.
Racer senior Chris Sypho sailed
at Austin Peay 364 days from
we
played
think
the end zone with one minute
into
"I
win.
Saturday's
well enough in some OVC games and 54 seconds to play in the first
to win and didn't take care of busi- quarter to tic the game at 7-7.
ness at the end in others. This time SEN10 wide receiver Darrell Philon
put the Indians up 7-0 with sevenwe got it done."
yard scoring catch in the first
paced
defense.
Racer
y
A big-pla
by four interceptions — two at the quarter.
Freshman tight end Jon Ross
goal line. — and a touchdownsaving tackle. held the OVC's top caught the first TD pass of hi
career with 11:23 to play in the
passing team to just 10 points.
.well
second to give MSU - a 14-7 lead.
very
execute
"We didn't
offensively and Murray had some- SEM° added a field goal late in
thing to do with it, no doubt," the half to make it 14-10, closing
Southeast head coach John Mum- out the scoring on a foggy
ford said after his team ended the afternoon.
The Racer offense rolled up 425
season 3-8. "They made the big
total yards. but came up with only
plays."
"I turned to one of my assistant two scores. Penalties stalled Racer
coaches (during the game) and told drives most of the afternoon, with
him one of these offenses is going one taking a score away when
to explode," Mumford continued. quarterback Tremain Lewis'
"I hoped it was ours."
(Coned on pate 9)
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Ledger & Times Sports Editor
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Racers keep
fighting;
Hoops start
signing
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The Murray State Racers saw
what could have been Saturday
afternoon as MSU downed
Southeast Missouri 14-10 on a
dreary day in Stewart Stadium.
Time and time again, the
Racer defense made big play
after big play, enough to give
the Racers a victory on a day
where the Murray offense did a
lot of moving, but not a lot of
scoring. a
Takequick look back if
your a Racer football fan. If
the offense and the defense
would have been on the same
page a few Saturdays this fall,
Murray State could be going for
7-4 Saturday in Clarksville
instead of 4-7.
A 28-7 loss to Tennessee
State on a day where Tremain
Lewis was hurt and the Racer
offense was stagnant. A loss to
Morehead State where the
Racers could have taken command early. A loss to Southern
Staff photo by Steve Parker
Illinois where the Racer defense
couldn't stop the Salukis in the
Murray State's Melvin Aldridge chases down Southeast Missouri's Bryan Davis during Murray's 14-10
closing minute.
sictory Saturday in Stewart Stadium.
"You look back against SW,
Morehead and Tennessee State
and if we've got those, we're
6-4 and it's a great season,"
Racer coach Mike Mahoney
said. "But it's not. The reality
of this is that we're fighting
for four." Mahoney knew he had used
the- right word to describe this
bunch, so he used it again.
ond half, as he finished with 15
"They fight. We've played ten
The
defensive
points in 13 minutes.
By DAVID RAMEY
SPARTA (111)
games and nine times we've
to
half
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given great efforts," Mahoney
39 turnovers on the night by the
Baia* 0-2 22 2. Fond! 0-0 2-2 2. RoarInson 4.13
34 20 Holman 1-1 aro 2 Totaii 27-49 24-31 II
said.
Scott Edgar Czeched out his
squad.
Czech
MURRAY STAYS (147)
"We really haven't changed a
Muni 1-1 0-02. Gown 1-6 0-0 2. Grin 2-2 0-0 4,
Murray State Racers again SaturJones, who has been hampered
Moon 441 1-SO. WI 7-10 1-2 IS, Evans 3-5 0-1 6,
senior linebacker Robert
lot,"
20
in
Posonon 1-4 2-24, Cannon 10-14 6-9 32. Marna 2-4
day, and liked what he saw.
with a bad back, tossed
4, 5M44 2-4 0-04 Walden 2-5 0-0 5, Jonas 4.14
He liked Maurice Cannon for 0-2
and pulled in eight hoards, Sillimon said on Saturday.
points
22 20 Totals 44-75 12-21 107
Hallorns. Murray Stasi 52. Spoils 45 3-Po41t
example. He was pleased with
including five on the offensive end. "We've just gotten better at
*Orli 3-9 (Janoudi 0-1, Sok 1-2. Banes
what we had to do. We've
Balialso 0-2. Rose/noon 1-1,1 Words SUisi 7-17
r:1.6—
Popeye Jones. He liked the bench. (Cam/roma-10.
Edgar seems to have found the
P.44,105 0-2. Waldo+ 1-2. Gummi 0-1,
started making the big plays."
among
He liked causing 21 turnovers in
Jones
Lona 0-1, Jonas 0-1) Foulod Dui—Sir/IS
for
player
post
other
Ratioundo—Sparta 32 (Fioiolnace 11), Murray State
"We've just changed our attithe second half alone.
1
hlUrr47
1114_941ina
$
.
three returnees — Scott Adams,
31 (Jonas 11) A111111-9011n1 15 ir
Salo 20 Karree. Gums 4) Total
Racer senior cornerback
tude,"
But most of all, he liked a
Sivills.
Scott
and
Wilson
Jerry
Murray SIM 23 Tedurcali—noria A-3,744
107-81 victory for the Racers over
Pete Hoston said. "We've had a
Adams blocked three shots, Wilchance to play like that all year
the Sparta Praha club team of
son came off the bench for nine
Czechslovakia. It was the worst start hitting 3's like he was, that points, while Edgar likes having
long, but it just seems we play
defeat so far for the Sparta team, scoreboard turns over quickly."
a lot different at home."
Sivills, who starts, to set the tone.
Cannon's 3-point shooting
ten games into their 12 game
It's just a shame that the
Wilson, who almost didn't return
enabled the Racers to take a half- to the Racers this summer, came on
injuries and the breaks haven't
American tour.
time lead, despite 63 percent shoot- late last week in practice.
"They've played a lot of biggone the Racer way this season.
ing from Sparta in the first-half.
It could have been a different
time schools," Edgar said. "And I
"Jerry Wilson has played his
"We didn't come out and play as best basketball in the last two
want our guys to look at ourselves
year all together.
• • • •
well defensively early as we did days," Edgar said.
as a big-time school."
against Fort Campbell," Edgar said.
Cannon showed some big-time
MSU hasn't officially
It's all part of using 11 players
shooting in leading the Racers with "Obviously, the competition had and using the Racer depth.
announced any basketball signof
32 points, on 10-of-16 from the something to do with that. They
lbt
ings so far during the early
a
do
to
has
"Everybody
floor. He wasn't shooting lay-ups kept the tempo in a half-court things on this team," Edgar said.
signing period, although Tony
either, as he hit six 3-pointers game. We had to get this into a "There were certainly sometimes
Bailey's inking is official.
including four in the first half 94-foot game. I didn't think we tonight that we didn't excel, and
Bailey is reportedly quite a
when he was 7-of-9 from the floor were big enough to play a half- there were other times we were
player, who was getting a few
and scored 24 points to give Mur- court game with them. We just had running on all eight cylinders."
calls from big schools in the
ray a 52-45 lead.
SEC and Big Eight. But he felt
to put a lot more pressure on the
A pair of Americans, Lee Row"I had the stroke going," said ball."
he could be an impact player
linson and Tracey Walston, led
Cannon, who once scored 34 points
for the Racers, and after visitThe Racers came out and forced
each.
20
with
points
Sparta
in a half. "I just hit it because they three straight turnovers, with Caning the Tip-Off chilli supper at
After two exhibition wins, the
were giving it to me."
the start of the season, decided
non scoring once and Darren Hill
Racers now get a week off before
Cannon also had four assists and twice to kickoff a 19-7 start that
to pick the Racers.
Illinois
with
season
opening the
five steals.
The Racers arc also the front
turned a close game into a Racer
Tech on November 26. Tech is 1-1
"He put on an exhibition in the rout. Hill scored nine points in the
on junior college guard
runner
on the season, falling to McKenfirst half," Edgar said. "I think it's stretch, most on breakaway's.
William Moore, a 6-0 from
dree College 102-71, and defeating
obvious why he was the leading
"We started pressing the hall for
Daytona Beach, Fla. who is
Trinity, III. 82-74.
scorer in the nation in junior col- turnovers," Hill said. "We started
as a JUCO All-American
listed
win
first
to
two
the
"I expected
lege play last season. He can score to get into a running game."
by one scout
games," Edgar said. "I think we're
in a lot of ways. And when you
That scout also list Antoine
Hill scored 13 points in thc secon schedule right now."
Teague of Rend Lake, Ill, as
one of the Top 30 juco players.
Teague, at 6-10, is reportedly
deciding between the Racers and
UConn. He was at the MSU
Blue-Gold scrimmage earlier this
month.
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In the NFL...
By The Associated Press
Murray is also leading the
uproar overshadowed Washington's
Sunday's Games
on Kenneth Taylor, a point
way
17
Redskins
The
31,
Indianapolis
win.
Chicago
11th straight
If you're looking for wild and
from Parkvicw High
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10
Philadelphia 17, Cincinnati
became only the ninth NFL team to
weird happenings on the field, on
in Little Rock, Ark.
Denver 24, Kansas City 20
School
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The NFL's two New York repMSU has been hurt in-state
Washington 41, Pittsburgh 14
AFC West lead
took
the
Denver
resentatives were involved in some
by the late coaching change.
San Francisco 14, Phoenix 10
with a 24-20 victory at Kansas
of the most bizarre plays. Calls and
Detroit 21, Los Angeles Rams 10 City. Houston clinched a tie for the
Murray got in on Caldwell
New York Giants 22, Dallas 9
controversies of the season on
guard Mikc Fralicx late,
County
28-24
AFC Central crown with a
San Diego 24, New Orleans 21
Sunday.
Tiger shooter ended up
the
and
Warren
as
over
Cleveland
7
decision
Seattle
31,
Los Angeles Raiders
The Giants, getting all the
signing with Western.
Houston 28, Cleveland 24
hit Drew Hill for a 1 -yard
Moon
bounces and, according to Dallas
Monday's Game
But Racer hoop coach Scott
score with nine seconds to go.
coach Jimmy Johnson. too big a
Buffalo at Miami, 8 p.m
Edgar promised to bring in a
share of the calls, beat the Cowlot of talent when he came on
Chicago. the NFC Central leader,
boys 22-9 at Giants Stadium.
New
31-17.
board in August, and so far, it
Indianapolis
The Jets, after building a 21-0 they had to stop the Patriots at the eased past
looks like he's going to be able
West,,
NFC
the
in
lead, then blowing it, rallied for .1 .goal, ipe on the final play to escape Orleans. on top
to
Diego
San
at
lost
with s win.
28-21 victory at New England. But

Cannon fire

Transfer leads way as MSU coasts

Staff photo by Candy Maniere

Murray's !Maurice Cannon jams early in the second half of Murray
State's 107-81 victory oser Sparta Praha of Czechoslosakia. Cannon
fired in 32 points to lead the Racers to their second straight exhibition

Cowboys flagged down in New York

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NIGHT BUFFET
Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Cathsh
Fillets, Fried Chicken Food Bar- Salad
Bar, Dessert Bar - Includes Drink

Good Food
Maas Ain't Fancy But Sho 4

Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045
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Volleyball
squad falls
to Lady Goys

United hoops

IMMO

SCOREBOARD
The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

By TIM TUCKER

'Your more than one company agency."

Mall Sports Information
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A Calloway County player and a member of the "Murray's Finest" team battled for the basketball at
Saturday's charity basketball game at Murray High School. The game benefited the Murray-Calloway
County United Way, and featured high school students from both CCHS and MHS facing a team of police
officers from the area. The Calloway team won a 30-15 decision, while the Murray squad lost 43-41 in
overtime.

ii

Actions& Reactions

The Murray State Racer volleyball team fell in four games to
Austin Peay Saturday, 9-15, 17-15,
15-4, 15-11.
The turning point in the match
came in the second game, when
MSU rallied from a 9-0 deficit to
take a 14-13 lead on a pair of Beth
Bair service aces. Jill Doty's kill
gave the Racers a 15-14 lead, but
Peay took a 16-15 edge on two
Murray errors and won the game
on kill. APSU won Game 3 easily
and held off a Racer rally in Game
4 to tkae the match.
Doty, a senior playing her last
match at home, led both teams with
20 kills and 21 digs. Bair added 14
kills and a team-high three aces,
while senior Jodi Price scored five
kills.
Murray State, 12-20 overall,
enters this weekend's Ohio Valley
Conference tournament in Cookeville, Term., seeded fifth. The Racers will likely face Austin Peay in
a first-round match Friday afternoon, as the Lady Govs finished
their season tied for third with
Morehead State.

Racers make the...

OVC FOOTBALL
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BRENTWOOD, Tenn. (AP) — Tennessee State's James Wade earned
honors as the Ohio Valley Conference player of the week for his fourtouchdown performance against Southern, league officials announced Sunday night.
Wade was 17 of 28 for 341 yards passing as he sparked a 30-0 run for
Tennessee State after trailing 14-3 in the second quarter for a 33-14 victory.
Defensive player of the week honors were shared by Tennessee State's
Elliot Pilton and Lamont Wortham. Pilton had 11 tackles and 24 sacks for
minus-23 yards, and Wortham had five tackles, broke up a pass and sacked
Southern's quarterback 3'4 times for minus-15 yards.
Middle Tennessee's Garth Petrilli earned honors as specialist of the week
for handling both kicking and punting duties for injured punter Joel Alsobrook. Punting for his first time in his career, Petrilli averaged 41 yards on
five kicks and was 4 of 4 on extra points with a 41 -yard field goal.
Iim Wimbley of Eastern Kentucky helped the Colonels rush for 252 yards
in ft1-0 victory over Austin Peay to take offensive lineman honors. Rookie
of the week was Claude Sanders of Southeast Missouri with 11 tackles, an
interception and two sacks.

UK FOOTBALL
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky coach Bill Curry hopes some truths
are more evident to his players following the hard-fought loss to No. 5
Florida.
Kentucky rallied from a 28-3 halftime deficit to close to within 28-26
before losing 35-26 to the Gators on Saturday. The loss dropped the Wildcats to 3-7 overall and 0-6 in the Southeastern Conference.
All season long Curry has preached that a team must assert itself in the
fourth quarter through execution and aggressive play to win games.
"It helps us as a team to see the truth of what I've been trying to teach,"
Curry said at his Sunday teleconference. "To go against an outstanding
team, to actually be well behind and then to refuse to fold over and fight
back and see victory within our grasp.. will convince them it's true and it will
come to pass."
In losses to Indiana (13-10) and LSU (29-26), Kentucky faltered in the
fourth quarter.
Quarterback Pookie Jones, who had two straight sub-par performances
because of a thigh injury, also turned in a strong effort by passing for 216
yards and running for 81.
"He's just phenomenal," Curry said of the redshirt freshman from Murray.
"I think it was real important" for Jones to have a good game.
"The next time he's injured he'll realize his limitations," he added. "He
had to go through that experience. He's still going to have to learn a lot."

U of L FOOTBALL
TULSA, Okla. (AP) — As Louisville struggled through a six-game losing
streak, coach Howard Schnellenberger's biggest concern was that his
offense would lose hope if the team fell behind.
Ii happened again Saturday. No. 23 Tulsa went on to win 40-0, and Louisville closed out the year by losing its last seven games. The Cardinals' 2-9
record is their worst since the same mark in 1985, Schnellenberger's first
year as head coach.
"After the terrible things that happened early in the third quarter, we played about as poorly as we could play," he said. "We were so inept on
offense that it takes all the fight out of your football team. The offense was
trying. They just weren't getting much done."

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) — Miami and Florida State are back in familiar
slots today.
The Hurricanes (9-0) reclaimed the nation's top ranking Sunday following
a 17-16 victory over Florida State's previously unbeaten and season-long,
top-ranked Seminoles.
Miami won its 15th straight game over two seasons and put itself in the
driver's seat for a second national championship in three seasons under
coach Dennis Erickson, and its fourth in eight years.
"Right now we have some opportunities to win the national championnow
ship," Erickson said Saturday. "We earned that opportunity today, and
we've got to go out and finish the season like we're capable of."
Third-ranked Florida State (10-1) must win Nov. 30 at Florida and then
defeat Texas A&M in the Cotton Bowl and hope that Miami and Washingtonf
both lose a game to have any chance at being considered for the national
title.
Miami not only snapped Florida State's 16-game winning string, but won
for the sixth time in seven years over the Seminoles.
"One lousy point and I've got to say they're better than us," Florida State
coach Bobby Bowden said Sunday.

(Cont'd from page 8)
49-yard scoring pass to Matt Hall
was wiped off when officials ruled
Lewis threw over the line of
scrimmage.
Though the Racer offense didn't
amass large numbers on the scoreboard, they seemed to give the
defense room to work its magic.
Senior cornerback Pete Hoston
picked off his team-leading fourth
interception of the season at the
Racer three, and later safety Rod
Todd intercepted an Eric Cohoon
pass on the goal line to start fourth
quarter.
Junior Eric Ingram made perhaps
the two biggest plays of the day.
With just over three minutes to
play, Cohoon hit split end Aaron
Layton on a short crossing route
and the speedster broke through the
Racer defense and dashed for the
Racer end zone. Ingram hustled
from his backside position and
pushed Layton out at the one-yard
line.
Facing a first-and-goal from the
one, SEMO was kept out of the end
zone due mostly to a Robert Sillimon sack which resulted in an
11-yard loss. SEMO was forced to
kick the 29-yard field goal to cut
the MSU lead to 14-10.
"If the kids aren't flying around,
busting their hump to the ball, you
don't make that play and the kid
scores," Mahoney said.
"He (Layton) thought he was in
and one ref did to," said Ingram,
who was awarded the game ball.
"But one of the line judges from
behind saw his feet go out."
Mumford was sure his team had
tied the game on the 65-yard play.
"Our guy goes over the pylon, I
see two sets of hands up and I
scream for the extra point team,"
Mumford said. "Then everybody
starts screaming and I look up and
we're on the one-yard line.
"It was a crucial call." the Indian
coach explained. "But, we are on
the one-yard line and we cud up
kicking a field goal. We went

backwards."
SEMO drove the ball close to the
Racer goal line on a couple of
occassions in the second half, only
to have Sillimon and Todd come up
with interceptions.
Late in the game, Indian backup
quarterback Jason Liley's pass into
the end zone on fourth-and-25 was
knocked away by Todd. Murray
drove the ball out to their own 40
before punter Taylor Colby was,
called on to punt the Indians deep.
The junior crushed a 49-yarder to
put SEMO back at their own 11.
"There was nothing more clutch
than that last punt," Mahoney said
of the punt by Colby, who averaged 37.8 yards per kick, "He
boomed it out of sight."
Ingram turned in his second big
play of the day with :32 to play to
halt SEMO's final drive of the
game with the team's fourth
interception.
MSU rushed for 272 yards with
fullback David Cox leading the
way with 76 yards. Mahoney credited the offensive line with good
blocking as well as junior wide
receiver David Redmond.
"I saw the free safety coming
over and Redmond leveled the guy
and I went on in," Sypho said of
his 25-yard scoring run. Murray
faces Austin Peay next Saturday in
their final game of the 1991 season. The seniors are looking forward to closing out the season with
two wins, as well as leaving a mark
for the future.
"I tell you one thing," senior
fullback Conrad Reynolds said
from his locker after his best rushing game of the season. "They
(Racers) are going to win the OVC
next year if they keep it going. I
wish I had another year."

Fir • HONDA SUZUKI

1034 Broathwy
at
9()
390
Starling

Go Karts &

Mini-Gas Cars
Christmas Layaway
Available
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$
442-1726 or
442-1626

901 Sycamore

David King

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Ti1• Top Twenty Fno earns in the As.cciaisd
Press 1991 collage loolball poll, ern hrsi-piacs votes
in parentless.. records through Not 16 iota' points
Salad or, 25 pants lor a knit place nom th rctJgh one
pont tor a 25M- placo vote and previous ranking
Record Pe Pys
1 Marro (46)
9-0-0 1.496 2
10-0-0 1.446 3
2. Washington 114)
10-1-0 1.371 I
3. Flores Si
9-1-0 1.313 4
4 Michigan
9-1-0 1,270 5
li, Floods
9-1-0 1,178 6
6. Calton..
9-2-0 1,111 8
7. Penn Si
9-1-0 1.047 7
Alsbarna
II.
91-0 1.036 9
Slots.
929 10
7-2-0
Tennessee
81-1
899 11
11 Nebraska
896 13
12 Teas 49i4
II 1-0
731 14
9-10
13 East Carolna
719 15
7-1-1
14 German
622 16
7-2-1
15 Colorado
561 17
16 Syracuse •
8-2-0
523 12
17 Noir* Darns
9-3-0
400 19
16 Oho Si.
5-2-0
476 14
5-2-0
19 Oklahoma
3113 21
7-2-1
20 Virginia
304 22
7-3-0
21 Stanford
169 24
II-2-0
Si
N
22
Carcena
7-2-0
121 —
23 Tulsa
90 —
7-3-0
Georgia
24.
87 —
7-3-0
251 UCLA
Other recopying votes Bngham Young 83,5 . Baylor
59 San Dior St 264 0orgia Tech IS Bowling
Green 16 Alf FOnif 13 Fresno St 12 ASsiasiwpw Si
$ Pence 6

ID.

•

•

•

•

How ths top 25 learns in ths Associated Praia col-

lags tdoutkta roll fared Saturday
1 Florida Stata (10-1) low to No 2 Marn 17-16
Net at No 5 Flonda Nor 30
2 Mini 9-0) beat No 1 F)onda State 17.16 Nod
at Boston Coktge. Saturday
3 Washington (10-0) boat Oregon Stale 56-6
Net vs Washington Slam Saturday
4 Michigan 19-1) boat No 25 linos 20-0 Nert
vs No IS Oho Slats Saturday
5 Florida 19-1i beat ger/lucky 35-26 Ned vs No
1 Floods Seta. Nov 30
6 Caroms (9-1) boat Anion. Slats 25-6 Noe at
No. 22 Stansord, Saturday
7 motor* 19-1 / beat Memphis Slats 10-7 Nee
vi kiburn. Nov. 30.
6 Penn Stale (9-2) bee No 12 Noes Darns 35-13
Nest at Pittsburgh. Nov 28
9 Iowa (9-1) beat Northwester, 24-10 Nee vs
lAnnagea. Saturday
10 Tennessee (7,2) boat Msesepo 3975 Nest
at Kenlooky. Saturday
11 Nebraska
1 1) beat Iowa Stars 36-13 Nee
vs Oklahome. Nor 29
12 Notre Dame 16-3) lost to No 9 Penh Stale
35-13 Net at Haven Noe 30
1 yikansas 11,3 Nee vs
h.:
:
13 Tema AIM 14-1Ltr
Southern lAsthoest.
14 East Carafe (9-1) boat Virginia Tech 24-17
Nee al Cilloilltaa, Saturday
15 Clemson (7-1-1) beat Maryland 40-7 Nee at
South Carokna, Saturday
16 Colorado (7-2-1) beat Kansas 30-24 Nee at
Iowa St . Saturday.
17 SyracuIS (9-2) boat Bosloh College 38-16
Neil vs Wee Virginia. Saturday
19 Oklahoma (6-2) boat Oklahoma State 21-6
Noe vs Nexasita. boo 29.

901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

tio Oho Stale (82) beat Indiana 20-16 Mort at
No 4 lAchigan Saturday
20 Brow (73) be to Texas Tech 31-24 Noe at
Texas Saturday
sstr.: 0-2 1) red not play NM vs VIrginia
21 Nr
Tech
(7-3) bee Wasningion State 49-14
Staelor7
22
Noe vs No 6 Cablorna Saturday
73 Bngharri young (7 3 1) me San Diego Sials
52 52 Nest vs Utah Saturday
21 lore Carolina State 18 2) Cosi Duke 32 31
Nett vs Maryland Saturday
25 linos (6 4) be to No 4 146citi9an 20-0 Noe
at lilic-hgan Si Saturday

PRO BASKETBALL
EASTERN CONf ERE14CE
Atlantic Droinen
CS
W I, Pci
2 714 —
5
Marry
6 3 667
Pl.lactobhe
'A
5 3 625
Orlando
14
5 5 500
Boston
4 4 5001,4
Nor York
4 6 400 24
Washington
7 125 44
1
Now Jonas
Cealral Diemen
7 2 778 —
Chicago
5 4 556 2
Atlanta
5 4 556 2
Detroit
4 4 500 74
Cleveland
4 6 400 34
Miwaukes
7 300 41,
3
Indiana
200 54
2
Charlotte
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Dresion
W I Pct. GS
1 857 —
6
San Antonio
'A
6 2 750
Houston
4
3 571
2
Dome
5 4 556
2
Utah
3 6 333 4
Dallas
7 125 54
1
lennixsola
Pscific Division
7 2 776 —
Golden Slats
I
5 3 625
LA Lakes
IA
5 3 625
Seam.
5 4 556 2
Portland
5 5 503 74
LA Gibbers
4
3 6 333
Sacramento
7 300 44
3
Phoenix
Saturday's Games
Charlotte 119, Boston 109
Utah 107 westungtoe 66
Orlando 102 New Jersey 100
Cleveland 127 incline 117
Phladephe 89 Detroit 86
San Antonio 106 Now York 89
Dallas 91. Pticeire 111
Main 120 Milwaukee 116. OT
Denver 122, Portland 111
Houston 102 Sacramento 93
Golden Stale 123. LA Clippers 105
SuiNay's Games
Seattle 101. Minnesota 91
LA Laken 111 Atlanta 89
Noviday's Game
°Wrest at Indiana, 6 10 p m
Tuesday's Gams*
Sacramento at New Jerson. 630 pm
Seattle al Washington. 6 30 p m
Utah at learn 6 10 p m
New Yon at Houston, 7 pm
Chancels at Meraukais 7 30 p m

753-8355

WEST KENTUCKY
PROPERTIES
Steve Durbin, Broker/Owne
Needed Sales Associates And
Your House To Sell
'-Past President - Murray Calloway County Jaycees
'Past Quarter Master - VFW Post 'Current Commander - VFW Post

759-1161

1415 B. Main St., Murray

94 East 1Lakeside Storage

m. from Murray
will pick up your boats, pontoons, and antique cars, clean,
and store them In new Insulated buildings for a reasonable
price. We will also winterize If needed. Also available: 60x60
commercial building In city limits wtth office & bathroom.

Body Wash

Call the
753-0548 Days

759-4838 Nights

INTERCOLLEGIATE

RODEO

ihe
point

92 PLYMOUTH VOYAGER

E.
iwed
us
;tate
ge.

1-101

140(.A

,111

f•

t late,
cd up
S- cott
n a
c on
Far, it
>e able

TilANKSGIrINGEE NECNES0.11 ?CAMBER
7 PM CENTRAL

7 passenger, automatic, air cond.,
luggage rack, Mt wheel, cruise control, rear defroster, power tailgate
release, body side mIdgs. Lots more.
List $16,192

Save $2,193
I

Tax, Lic Extra

ADVANTAGE:

Cain's
Bel-Air
VLSI.
Center -----

ir
Ai
CHR YSLER•PL YUOUTH•DODGE•JEEP•EAGLEl

753-5005

MIPIIIKINA2111100 OPIONOM 11.111
74'441.
4
:
••••••:•%*
444"
.•
"
Woo,•••••••••••fan
altall4
•.•
ma *qv ••••••••F
••••••
•1"11111111r4
4
4
.
•....•
ftW.••••nal ..of oar• •••, •••flow.--.•**No..

--mm.--•• more.

Hwy. 041 N. • Murray • 753-6448

Thursday, Friday, Saturday
November 21, 22, 23
7:30 p.m.
High School Rodeo
Sunday, Nov. 24 at 2:30 p.m.
For Ticket Information Call (502)762-3125

iiWtA14,4
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Classified

DEADLINES

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
ANNOl'Nt'EN1EN I S
.Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

130
140
150
155
160
165
170
IIMIIMIZMNIMMEr 180
• Help Wanted
060
200
„Situation Wanted
090
210
Business Opportunity
100
220
Instruction
110
260
380
RMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
190
410
Livestock & Supplies
370
540
Poultry & Supplies
390
560
Produce
400
570
Feed & Seed
240
550
010
020
025
030
040
050

•

753-1916

NI I SC El.1. \Fut

Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

.
I
1*
V.••
.illirti •
-••4411.,

• A, • ••

.
•i••:. ,6164

•
.

,.-•••••
•• •

-

•

•

-‘

•(1,-

••

•le

-

,5.00
••
' •

•
").),de

280
285
300
310
320
330
340
360
270
365
420
430
440
450
460

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
...Homes For Sale

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

Motorcycles
Auto Services,
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
...Boats & Motors

470
480
485
480
495
500
510
520

ORDINANCE NO. 91-961
AN ORDINANCE PURSUANT TO KRS
81k412 ANNEXING CERTAIN PROPERTY OWNED BY THE MURRAY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION AND LOCATED NORTH OF THE
INDUSTRIAL PARK ON 641 NORTH
INTO THE CORPORATE CITY LIMITS,
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY.

Wm. N. Cherry
ss Mayor
Attest: Jo Crass
ss City Clerk
SUMMARY PREPARED BY
Wm. Donald Overbey
City Attorney

No age limrt to appiy It
your present policy is
over 10 years old. it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy For free informa
bon call

Wm. N. Cherry

Mayor
--

Attest: Jo Crass, City Clerk

ORDINANCE NO. 91-962
AN ORDINANCE PURSUANT TO KRS
81k412 ANNEXING A CERTAIN TRACT
OF LAND KNOWN AS THE DALE CAMPBELL ESTATES AND LOCATED SOUTH
OF GATESBORO SUBDIVISION INTO
THE CORPORATE CITY LIMITS, CITY
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY.
ADOPTED BY THE MURRAY CITY
COUNCIL ON THE 14TH DAY OF
NOVEMBER, 1991.
Wm. N. Cherry
as Mayor
Attest Jo Crass
ss City Clerk
SUMMARY PREPARED BY
Wm. Donald Overboy
City Attorney

•
C

SHONEY'S INN Night desk
attendant. I Opm-6am Accounting expenence helpful
Apply in person, Murray KY

NOW

090
Sleselcia
Wanted
BABYSITTING daytime
Experienced
only
759-4490
CHILD Care Before and
after school only Lcenric
safe Christen tun in spacious home Fenced in
r
a
y
Nintendo and movies
Southwest Elementary dis
tact 759-4992

VCR Service
All Brand,

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

HOUSECLEANING Available Monday or Tuesday
Prefer 6 hours EXCELLENT REFERENCES
437-4928
WILL do housecleaning in
Murray only 474 2131, ask
for Betty
WILL do house cleaning
7prn 753 1016

Cal at

GRAIN Elevator Management Progressive grain
company needs elevator
manager in the Murray
area Excellent opportunity
tor the right person Send
resume to Quincy Soybean
Company Route 1, Dudley, MO 63936 or calf
314-967-3662

DO You Need Extra Money/ Are you bred of working for someone else/ Become financially independent loin Network
Marketing The marketing
concept of the future. For
more info, 753-2423,
762-2008

HEAVY Duty parts sales
with young aggressive
company P0 Box 1286
Paducah, KY 42002-1286

STEEL Building Dealership Potentially big profits
from Sales and Construction Buy Factory Direct
Some areas taken
303-759-3200 Ext 2601

IMMEDIATE opening for
TRANSFER your home general ledger bookkeeper
movies to video tape
w/experitince Send reMeta's a great Christmas sume to Bkiegrass Juice
gift Cal Donna Darnell at Products, PC Box 490,
Video Producbons Special Benton KY 42025
ties. 759-9246
NEED someone to do light
secretanal work for about 3
hours a week Must be
organized nest aids swift
worker Computer experiPommels
ence needed Macintosh
$41 00/hr Call
CHILDLESS loving couple preferred
753-4977 Please leave
wishes to adopt white newborn We we committed to name and number
being the best parents
Exp paid CALL COLLECT
516-741-6618

LABORERS and Maintenance Now hiring to
$16thr 1-800-882.2966

AS SEEN ON T V

40.00 48.00 56.00 84.00 72.00 80.00

3

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00 70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

4

15.00 30.00 46.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 343.00 54.00 72.00. 90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00,162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
25e per word $500 minimum lit day•
St per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
61.50 extra fur shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.)
62.00 extra for blind box ads

CASH for mobile home
tires $7-$12 each
527-2932

Sports
Articles
For Sale
APPLE Computer Coffee
table,end table Card table
Larnps RCA TV Brass bed
iv/mattress Western bar
wr3 chairs 753-9469
ASHLEY forced air wood
furnace, used only 1 sea
son with duct and pipe
$500 436-5369
HUTCH Rebel fireplace insert, brass knobs, nice

'PING' Look-Alike Men's
pro-line golf clubs, three
iron through pitching
wedge Also one iron, excellent pricel For more
formation call 753-3895

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD 436-2744
FIREWOOD green or seasoned 753-5476

FIREWOOD for sale, Oak
SMITH/Wesson 44 mag- and Hickory Cut to order
num revolver, Classic 474-8086, daytime
Hunter, new in box $400 753-9808 after 5 30pm
12 gauge Fox Automatic, OAK. no bark $20 picked $300 753-2816 before up Murray 436-5560
3Pril

$275
KONIE electric wench.
12,000 lbs Made in H0011ton, TX wicabie Contact
Johnny Garland. 753-4790
or 753-4641
LASER Turbo XT Computer 512K memory, monochrome monitor. Ephsen
L-1000;maw, mouse,custom butt hutch and pnnter
stand 759-4119
SHARP 5hp front tiller,
$135 436-2144
STEEL dcnie trusses 56,
heavy duty for a 84'x56'
clear span building $1500
753-7400
WOOD stove. 436-2667

220

21(
filtetiood

lAuslosi

AlA FIREWOOD Seasoned oak, delivered or
pock-up 492-8254

PIANO tuning and repair
759 9661

* EXPERIENCE *
* PREFERRED *
The Prudential is exparieng We agency force! IF YOU ARE
CURRENTLY LICENSED AND SUCCESS FL'L WE MAY BE
LOOKING FOR YOU" Ctiock out our qualifications,
II EVE-DENT TRAINING ALLOWANCE PROGRAM,
2) SOS EXPRESS COMMISSIONS' ON PRE-PAID LFE!
3) TWO YEAR TRAINING PROGRAM'
4). PATENTED COMPUTERIZED SELLING SYSTEM'
3) 630.000.000 RETENTION WATT'
6), EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS PACKAGE'
FOR A CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW,CALL: RICK
MARTIN,MGR. 1-800-264-0950 OR SEND RESUME
TO P.O. BOX 9500 PADUCAH, KY. 42002-9500.
Be a pen of The Rock. An equal opportunity employer.

ThePrudential
Appliances
NICE and clean refrigerator stove washer, dryer
354-8528
I tU
Homo
Furroishbvs
2 Bedroom suits, 1 Bassett,
1 Designer Uvingroom set
Table and chairs All excellent condition 753-9324
9 PIECE sectional sofa,
$450 1 recliner, $125
2-twin size box spnng mattresses, $300 2-desks with
chairs, $200/ea 759-4406
LOVESEAT/Hide-a-bed
beige twin sleeper Good
condition. Asking, $100
Cal 753-2577 after 6pm or
leave message
MOVING. Must Sol at loss,
$400 Dining room suite,
includes bullet, china cabinet, table and chairs. Call
759-9215 or 753-3635
MOVING Sale. Al furniture
must be sold. Some old
pieces, Christmas tree,
lawnmower.. 753-2941.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee announces
Me following job openings
STAFF PHARMACIST: Full time position avail-

able Qualified applicants must have an active
Kentucky license to practice pharmacy Excellent

salary and benefits package

For details contact:
Personnel Dept
(502)762-1106
Equal ippon unrly
Employrr

MURRAY
CAU.OVAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071

NEW Wood dinet set with 4
chairs. Never used
759-4170

ADVERTISING
SALESPERSON
POSITION AVAILABLE

Murray-Calloway County Hospital a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee announces
the following lob openings
REGISTERED NURSES
Intensive Care Unit 11-7 full time and part time
Progressive Care Unit 3-11 part time

Looking for an aggressive salesperson for a temporary position
with the possibility of full-time
employment.

Wirray Ledger & Times

ALLIANCE

*ACTOR rawest rowed° GENRE

DON'T wait until winter 10
get wood We will cut and/
or split your wood for you
now. Ask for John.
759-9710
FIREWOOD. Delivered,
$30 Pick-up, $20.
436-5598

Equipment

Please send resume to:

NO EXPERIENCE
NE Coto

QUALITY sleeper
oauch,(queen size) in good
condition Colonial style,
plaid pattern, light brown
w/earth tones $225
753-8291
20

LEARN TO DRIVE

TRACTOR-TR/ULERS

1(Y'

8.00 16.00 24.00 32.00

WANTED Alterations to do
in my home Experienced
alteration lady new to the
area 753-1379

EXCELLENT Pay' Home - WILL do housecleaning
workers needed, Over 400 Excellent references,
need 753-4355
companies
horneworkersidistributors
Nowl Call for amazing re100
message.
corded
&mimes
1-614-279-3841 ext 106
Opportunity

'NEEDED' A Christian
Bible College existing inverdenom Ina Donal theological seminary, want to open
a school in Calloway
County. new Ky Lake, with
Chnstan campground and
retreat Mattes Funds are
limited seek good price or
donation of 20 to 30 acres
Ca/ 813-522-7676

V

2

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Cal 753-9433
after 5pm

DAY Shift Manager
10am-5pm 5 days per
week Apply in person at
Subway, 508 N 12th St

8"

25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 45.00 50.00

MECHANIC Cornpetative
wages excellent benefit
package and a good working environment 753-0381
kx appointment

ANIMAL Shelter workers
needed Prefer persons expenerioed in handling animals Full-Ome work availJerry McConnell
able or 3 or 4 day per week
shifts Some weekend
Insurance
work Apply at the Shelter
753-4199
Wednesday, November 20
10r-ai O&M SIWV1011.
2-4pm Thursday NovemAURORA Pizza Magic De- ber 21, 3-6pm No phone
licious hand tossed pizza. calks please
spaghetti Across from BOOKKEEPER 12-6,
Hitching Post Dine in or Tuesday thru Friday 9-3 on
carry out Open all year at Saturday Send resume to
5pm Closed Mon and P0 Box 1040C, Murray
474-8119,
Tues
CONSTRUCTION New
1 800-649-3804
protect Relocate Several
Openings
1-800-882-2967

7.

16.00 20.00

Went
To Buy

ACCOUNTS Manager trainee Sales deliveries and
ooltections Self starter has
great opportunity Apply in
person, Colonyme, 408 N
12th, Murray No phone
calls

CANCER
INSURANCE

5" '6"

4"

1 la

NOW accepting applica
bons for LPN and CNA s
Murray area Flexible
hours, excellent salary 1 to
care
4ritient
1
_ 1-80033320453

Heti
Wanted

SECTION V.The provisions of this ordinance are severable. Ifany
sentence,clause or section or part of this ordinance,or the application
thereof is for any reason found to be unconstitutional or invalid such
unconstitutionality or invalidity shall not affect or repeal any of the
remaining provisions, sentences, clauses or sections or parts of this
ordinance.
SECTION VI. This ordinance shall become effective immediately
upon passage and publication-)
ADOPTED ON THE 24 DAY OF OCTOBER, 1991.
ADOPTED ON THE 14 DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1991.

'

069

020

3"

6.00 10.00

Help
Wanted

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a tob/ A
GED/ Hope for the future/
You may quality 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma, 'You we
between the ages of 16 &
21 We we an E 0 E This
OfOct 5 funded by tie
Western Kentudiy Private
Industry Council- JTP A
Cal J TPA Out Of Schcol
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8am 1130am

ADOPTED BY THE MURRAY CITY
COUNCIL ON THE 14TH DAY OF
NOVEMBER 1991

2-

r

1

I It.‘Ntil'ult I tII()\

060

gr.

SECTION III. "ENHANCED 911" FEE
(a)There is hereby established an -E911" fee of $1.00 per month for
each exchange telephone subscriber which is levied as a special tax,
license and/or fee to be paid by each exchange telephone subscriber in
the Local Area on an individual exchange line basis limited to a
maximum of twenty-five(25)lines per account, by January 1, 1992,
and each month thereafter.
(b)Phone Company shall collect the -E911- fee from the subscriber
and remit said fee to the City of Murray according to the terms of the
agreement.
SECTION W. "E911" REVIEW
(a) The Public Safety Committee of the Murray City Council, the
Police Chief and the Fire Chief shall continuously monitor the
procedures established for the operation of the -enhanced 911"
system and make recommendations to the Murray City Council for
effective implementation of the Emergency Telephone System.

Display Acts
40% Discount Ind Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Penod
$I 50 per column inch extra for Tuesday
Days

Rental'
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

1-•921
Nodes

ORDINANCE NO. 91-960
AN ORDINANCE RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN
ENHANCED 911 EMERGENCY TELEPHONE SERVICE WITHIN
THE CORPORATE CITY LIMITS, CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY.
WHEREAS, the Murray City Council held a Public Hearing on
October 10, 1991, regarding a proposal to establish Enhanced 911
Emergency Telephone Service, and prior thereto, had participated in
a number of meetings and receive information from various sources
concerning the advantages of such emergency ptione service, and
WHEREAS, pursuant to KRS 65.760 local governments are
authorized to establish fees to be paid by the general public as
telephone users to pay the cost of establishing and maintaining
emergency telephone service; and
WHEREAS, South Central Bell Telephone Company, a Georgia
Corporation (hereinafter referred to as -Phone Company"), is the
provider of the local phone service in the City of Murray I hereinafter
referred to as "Local Area") and has available Enhanced 911
Emergency Telephone Service which will meet the emergency phone
service needs of the Local Area; and
WHEREAS,the Murray City Council recognizes the Public Service
Commission regulates the area of telephone service and must
approve subscriber rate increases and the City of Murray, Kentucky,
as a contracting party for -911- would be a subscriber for any rate
charges requested by the Phone Company; and
WHEREAS,the Murray City Council, after extensive study and
review, determines that it is in the best interest of the health, safety
and welfare of the citizens of the corporate city limits of the City of
Murray, Kentucky, to establish an emergency telephone service.
NOW,THEREFORE,BE IT ORDAINED BY THE MURRAY CITY
COUNCIL, COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS,
TO-WIT:
SECTION I. There is hereby established a safety answering
service to provide a single telephone number for emergency services
within the Local Area which service shall be known as -Enhanced
911SECTION II. AGREEMENT
al The City of Murray, Kentucky, by and through the Mayor, is
authorized to enter into an agreement with the Phone Company to
provide the construction, implementation and ongoing maintenance
of-Enhanced 911" within the Local Area.Said agreement shall be for
be
a period of one (1) year commencing January 1, 1992, and shall
unless
conditions
and
terms
same
the
upon
renewable
automatically
prior to thirty (30) days of the close of the said twelve (12) month
period,either party notifies the other of its intention to modify and/or
terminate said agreement.
(b) Said agreement shall reflect the installation costs and the
current tariff, recurring charges for "Enhanced 911- service charged
during the contract period.

(Effective Jan 2 1991)

REAL ESTATE
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Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-r2 p.m.

MERCHANDISE
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
IT.V & Radio
•Pets 8c Supplies

Uri
Nodes

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error The
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

Surgery 7-3 full time temporary, 1-6 p m. full time,
PAN
Obstetrics 11-7 full and part time
Long Term Care Unit PAN
Medical Units 3-11 full time, 11-7 full time
Orthopedic/Surgical Unit: 11-7 full time. 3-11 part

time
Urology/SUrgkiitJrf 3-11 full time
Home Care Services full time days
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Attn.: Mary Ann Orr
Box 1040
Murray, Ky. 42071
(EOE)

For details contact:
Lyn Ryan. R N
Nurse Recruiter
(502)762-1319
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MURRAY
CALUMNY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

/403 Poptar Street • Murray Kentucky 42071
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COINS and stamps make
wonderful presents, investments and hobbies We
also feature proof sets,
silver dollars, coin and
stamp supplies, foreign
coins and paper money
See our fine selection today
in Murray at Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Center) and Treasure House
(Southside Manor), also at
Toonervile Trolly Antique
Store, (in Hazel, formerly
the Ox Yoke), Mercantile
(Aurora) and Cissy's Gifts
and Antiques (Fulton) We
buy coins and stamps and
appraise estates. CHRISTOPHER'S COINS,
753-4161

1,2, or 3 BEDROOM furnished apartments near
1.45U 753-6111 days or
753-0606 nights

AKC German Shepherd
pups 3 mos old Large
boned Shots and wormed
Health guaranteed Excellent
pedigree
901-644-0315 before 1pm
or please leave name and
number, call will be
returned

BRAND now, 3br, 2 bath 1983 BUICK Regal Limited
home just minutes from V-6, auto, NC, $2200 Betown Features greatroom fore 5pm, 759-1359 After
for easy living Nicely 5pm, 753-8615
wooded lot Central gas
1BR downstairs duplex apt.
heat, central air Priced in
Stove and refrigerator, pnthe $70's Professional
vete, near hospital.
Real Estate. 759-1591
$275/mo. Utilities turndays, 753-7955 nights
shed. 759-1987.
1985 HONDA Prelude
FAMILY room and large Blue, 5-speed, 99K, power
1BFI Furnished apartment
master bedroom exits to moon roof factory Bose
Partial utilities paid No
deck, walk-in closet, 2 cassette $5295 759-9449
pets Call after 4pm
AKC puppies. Various
baths, at major appliances,
753-9741
breeds 615-746-5355
drapes, timberline roof,
AKC registered red Das- brick with vinyl trim, central
chound puppies 7wks, HiA Calloway Ave
wormed,3 males, 1 female 753-1152 or 753-3526
$100/ea. 901-642-6631 $62,000
anytime.
OWNER Says Sell Nice
3br, brick home, minutes
from town Large livinFABRICS•jEWELS•SE
QUINSTAINTS For your
groom, kitchen-dining comholiday shirts, lots of new
bination, garage. new roof
and new paint outside Prseasoned fabrics Country
Remnants, Hwy 68-641,
iced in the $40's ProfesDraffenville, Marshall Co.
sional Real Estate.
28R duplex at 1409B HillKy, Mon-Sat, 10arn -5pm
759-1591 days, 753-7955
wood Dr Central HIA, ap- CHOCOLATE, chocolate/ nights.
TOP Soil, good nth dirt
pliances furnished, white Cocker Spaniel puppies Champion bloodline PAYMENTS cheaper than
Ideal for yards and plant $300/mo 759-4406
Very nice 5200-$250 Cot- rent-2 bedroom home, dibeds 759-1828, 753-2446.
Grove, TN ning room and utility
Bogard Trucking 8 Exca- DELUXE duplex, 2br, tage
2bath, central gas heat, ap- 1-901-782-3513.
Lovely yard witrees 203 S
vating Inc
pliances, garage Available
15th. $38,000. 753-3104
12/1/91 Coleman RE, DAISY Grooming Satur- for appointment
day,
by
appointment
753-9896
753-7819
TAKING applicabons for
section 8 rent subsidized
PRIVATE Investigator apartments
1, 2 & 3 bedD B A Confidential Investi- rooms.
Apply Hilldale Apts
HAVE an obedient, sate 1989 SUZUKI Clued gations, Southside Shop- Hardin, Ky.
or call dog for show or home Racer, 250cc. Serious inping Center, Suite #102, 502-437-4113
ENO.
Classes or private lessons quiries only, adult ndden.
Murray, 753-2641
Serving Murray for over 753-4514 or after 5pm,
12yrs 436-2858
436-5692

CARS

4-WHEELERS for Kids?
No problem. The new Yellow Jacket Fun Karts are
now in stock with a low
introductory price at Town
& Country Yamaha Call
753-8078 for more details.

12x40, 2BR Electric heat,
partially furnished
489-2740
1982 FLEETWOOD 14x70
3br. 2 full baths With lot,
fenced backyard, garage
$22,500 753-6816 after
4pm
1991, 14x70 SOUTHERN
3br, 2 full baths, nice
lot $16,000 OBO
753-7941 leave message
LARGE Selection 12 double wides in stock Easy
financing with low-low interest ratesll The Housing
Leader. Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc. Hwy 79 East,
Paris, TN 1-800-642-4891
QUALITY Built, Energy Efficient homes at affordable
pnces'lf you compare quality, insulation, set-up, and
options, you will find we
have the best housing
value Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc Hwy 79 East,
Par*, TN 1-800-642-4891

SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking des
tance to college 753-5209

32x90 BUILDING in Dixieand Shopping Center.
Avail Dec. 1, 1991. Heat
and air Fully equipped w/
electrical wiring and plumbing. Excellent location.
753-3018

3BEDRM, 2bath, heat
pump Panorama Shores
753-2249 after 5pm
38R Appliances furnished
gas heat Newly redecorated Deposit and references required No pets
$325/mo 753-2376
HOUSE for rent or sale
3br, 2 bath, large livingroom &fireplace, dimgroom, large kitchen, utility
room, storage room 2 car
garage Located in Coldwater 492-8283.

NICE red brick house 4br,
2 bath, Whirlpool bathtub,
central H/A, full basement.
1008 Main St. $600/mo.
753-6111, days. 753-0606,
nights.

HUDSON Company Sad
dies, Bridles 8 Horse supplies. 753-6763 or
753-4545ONE nice yearling beefmaster bull and some females All purebred
527-1698

2 MALE AKC Chow puppies 1 red, 1 black
8125/ea Great for Chritrnas presents 753-4636 after 4pm

LEAF CLEAN-UP
SERVICE
Christoph

er
Maley
7534726
it
Forget Those Rakes & Bags!
%Our power blowers & vacuums do
the job right and get it done fast.

RJR ROME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford

(502) 753-0468

Now Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns
Route 1, Box 1390
Benton, Ky. 42025

PHONE:
502-437-3028

SAY Merry Christmas with
this snow-white, full
blooded male, Eskimo
spitz. 11 wks old $50
901-642-3518.

LAY-AWAY a red, black,
green or pink scooter at
Town 8 Country Yamaha
Call 753-8078 for lay-away
details today

SEASON Clearance-Bush
Hog 10 gal spot sprayers
with tree mounting kit. Save
$100. Reserve yours today
FARRIS Auction Company
W. Dan Farris, Auctioneer, at Town & Country
P.O. Box 149, Hazel, KY Yamaha. Call 753-8078.
(502) 492-8796/8795 We USA Made Swisher tow
appraise and sell it all
behind 40 inch mowers with
Shp Briggs Engine. Now at
$795 season ending price.
Reserve yours at Town 8
Country Yamaha in Murray
or ca/1 753-8078.
BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals WARNING, Don't buy any
Roberts Realty 753-1651 4-wheeler until you check
the amazing good buys on
or 489-2266
new Yamaha overstocks
KOPPERUD REALTY of- lust in at Town and
Country
fers a complete range of Yamaha
CaN 753-8078 for
Real Estate services with a lay-away information
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L.

BEAUTIFUL, wooded lots
located approximately 2'4
miles from city limits, reasonably priced; mobile homes
accepted; owner financing
available to qualified buyers Call John Downs at
MTG, 753-4000.

TOP dollar for junk cars and
trucks. Free pick-up
759-4805 Of 436-5322

DATSUN, Toyota, Vol
FALL Special. All lots in
kswagen parts New and
Lynnwood Heights Subdiviused. Used and rebuilt
sion. 3.3 miles west of Mur5-speed transmissions for
ray. Hard surfaced roads,
Datsuns and Toyotas
city water, natural gas, ca474-0116.
reasonably
blevision,
restricted. Priced from $4500
to $6500. Nice wooded lots
included. 753-5841 or
753-1566.

1975 OLDS 88 Convertible
2BR, 1 bath Good condi- 455, V-8 with air, 4 new
tion 3 miles from Murray on white lettered tires. See at
Coles Campground Rd Five Points Auto Repair
753-5484.
Coldwater Road behind
Murray Paving. Most sell,
2BR, 1 bath, newly remod$1495. 753-2079.
eled Central HiA, 1 car
garage, now renting Lynn
Grove, 753-6633
2BR brick, new carpet, upstairs storage, walk-out
basement, carport.
$39,500 Coleman RE,
753-9898.
38R,2 bath. 3 miles East of
town 1750 sq ft. Livingroom, diningroom, oak cabinets, ceiling fans Beautifully decorated 24x2I detached garage $53,000
753-0954
3 OR 4 Bedrooms, 1 bath.
Gas or electric heat, dishwasher, low utilities,
swimming pool and deck,
carport, 70x210 lot In town
753-1078.
BEAUTIFUL home on 2
lots Wooded setting 4br, 2
bath brick home, central
gas heat. central air 2 car
attached garage plus
24x24 detached workshop
Priced in the $80's. Professional Real Estate
759-1501 days, 753-7955
nights.
BRICK 3/4 bedroom, 24
bath Double garage 15
years old with acreage, lots
of storag• space
753-2223

10 Toyota Cry__ $10,987
10 Caolla
$8987
10 Fad Tarts IWag_ $8,987
10 Chevrolet!milt_ $1,417
10 Fad TIPIS
19 Toloti Cressida__ $14,187
19 Toyota Crda 13...$1,217
'89 Toyota Cy.___ p0r987
11 Dodge kid Wgn._.$4,487
'17 Nissan Nairn__ $6,717
17 Mazda
15,987
'87 Hondo Civic __--$5,981
17 Toyota Corolla
17 Pcet, Gr. Am
17 Mercury Topaz__ $1,987
17 Olds Cutlass Sup _15,487
16 Chevy 511101211.....$4,787
16 Muria 123
$1,287
15 Pontiac Gt. Am ____$1,481
IS Chrysler ltkon„—.$2,987
15 Toyota Cressida_ $4,981
15 Toyota Cory LE__ $5,487
14 Buid Century Wgn...41,781
184 Toyota Corolla_— $4,987
12 ?Wan Seta
S2,911
12 Olds Dela 81 ___.$2,487
12 Toy. Cala
11 Uncoil Tor Cx._...$2,987
10 Honda Prelude.-- $1,987
75 Mercedes

1987 ESCORT GL Station
wagon, 4-speed with air
low miles, 44,000 Very
good condition See at
Ppgly Wiggly front parking
lot, $2495 Call 753-2079
1989 DODGE Daytona.
39xxx miles, local car, one
owner 753-9553 after
3Pol
1989 FORD Tempo
Power, air, excellent condi
bon, $5500 753-0530

Aubrey Hatcher
BM Calved Greg Bradsh.o,
Tom Thurman
Chres Bearden. Bus, f.9
Chad Cochran, Gen r.'

CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, I block from MSU
domn.

W7-5I AUTOMODILLS No
SS down-No credit check.
Make low monthly payments.
1-800-365-4714, 24 hrs.

LINCOLN Town Car '87
Prime condition, loaded w/
extras, leather interior
Must see to appreciate
759-4106

Hopkinsville Federal Savings Building

"Free local claim service"

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

•Drop by 8. see our showroom
ape suNsuav MURRAY (Beano Bunny
Bread)
753-5940

Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers -las & electric ranges

Quality built home on 5 acres. Full basement. Large
bedrooms. 2Vi baths, central heat & air, appliances.
$84,800.00 MLS 3497

Roberts Realty
414 So. 12th

753-1651

Factory Authorized Repairs-For:Tappen-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
sAil Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Stooleabritten,Inc.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

RI

Just A Few Reminders...

As we are nearing the end of our "garage sale season."
For best results your ad should appear in the newspaper the day prior to your
sale. Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Tuesday Edition
Wednesday Edition
$

$
$

Friday 3 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.
Monday 3 p.m.

Thursday Edition

Friday Edition
Saturday Edition

Tuesday 3 p.m.
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Thursday 3 p.m.

Ms do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50 per day.
For assistance call. 753-1916 or come by

Murray
Murray

$

$
$
$

$
$
$
Ledger
Times
&
S
$
$
$
$0$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Commercial
and
Residential

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

762-1100
Gentry Painting Co. t
Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

Phone 435-4268
nt 4 Des

Who. Gentry
17704 5.2-my, Ky. 42071

HOOD CONSTRUCTION CO.

If you are under age 65 and qualify for
Medicare due to disability we offer an excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It pays the
$628 Part-A deductible as well as 100% of
Medicare's Part B copayment amount. This
benefit is based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay 20% of the
$100 Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are
paid in or out of the hospital. The 1991 rate is
$58.75 per month
For more information call:

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

,

Remodeling & Repair
Specialist

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

CUSTOM KITCHEJ1 CABINETS
CUISTC41 WOOOVIORIUNG

AUTO LOANS No credit
checks, no down payment.
87 91 models Simple and
easy 1 800 833 5389 24
HRS

1989 PONTIAC 6000 LE
A/C, tat, cruise AM/FM,
rear defog $4900
753-8965 after 4pm

TRUCKS
10 N'ssan 412
10 Fad Bronco II L
10 Toyota 44.___.111,281
18 Fad Ranger LT._.$5,187
11 Toyota
'87PYyrLE..48,987
'87 Fad Aerosti LT... $7,787
'86odRr1.$4,S87U
16 Toyota Ex•Cab_.$5,987
16 Fad 0150 44.........$6,987
16 Toyota 412..____...$2,987
lb Ford Bronco LT 44._$7$37
15 Dodge Ram RI
15 GlIC Cony. Yan.....47,487
15 Chary Siveria—.... $5,987
15 Cho,/Blaze 414_ $.5)87
14 Tay. Egth
11 Toyota 42.___..$3,487
14 Dodge Rani 50 ___.2,987
14 Dodge Di0z

ALPINE AM/FM Compact Disc in -dash $399-99Sunset Boulevard Music.
15yr. Anniversary Special. Sunset Boulevard
Music. Dixieland Shopping Center, Chestnut St.
753-0113.

New Construction, Home Improvements
Home Inspections
Ceramic Tile I Hardwood Floor Installation
Phone t502)753-7182
Lynal Hood

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
44
0
Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hauling
('nil 'c Anytime

PDC)

DISPOSAL SERVICE
Dependable, Guaranteed Service
Thomas/Tim Britten In Kentucky: 753-7318

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service
Rt. 8, Box 1075
Murray. KY 42071

Phone
(502)759-1835

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952
GuittRs
Seamless
Aluminum Gutters

Randy Thornton Co.
802 Chestnut St.
Hours: Mon.-FH. 7:30-4:30

753-8181

BUILDERS
ALPHA
garages,decks, porches,concrete
Remodeling,
uork, chain link fences. Home maintenance
FOR SALE
Lean & Extra Lean Beef
By the Pound or Cut

Silver Meadow's Ranch
4354136
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530

530

490
Used
Cars

Servkss

CHRYSLERS, BMW's.
Fords, etc 1987 1991
Foreign and domestic no
money down, no credit
check Buy tie car truck
van, or 4-wheel drive vet)*
de of your choice regard
less of past credit history
guaranteed Only require
meat is your ability to pay
1 800-8775868

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 map,
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck Al
work and parts warranted
Ask kir Andy at The Ap
pkance Works 753-2455

Meted

DAMAGED 1988 Chevy
Consca 901 782 3626 at
ter 7pm

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30+ years expenance Bobby Hopper,
436 5848
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system drive
ways hauling foundations
etc 759 4664

•

Vans
1 979 BLUE Conversion
van No rust. air, cruise
excellent condition, loaded
w'extras Runs super
436 2858
500
Used
Trucks
1964 GMC pick up Short
bed restorable 753-4917
after 6prn
1968 FORD Long bed
truck runs good $500 Call
after 5pm. 753 9384
1985 F 150 4x4 good con
damn 436 5584
1989 GMC 4s4 V 8 auto
air loaded Good condition
$10600 7539324
1990 JEEP Wrangler. 4x4
5-speed a/c, am/fm cas
very clean
sette
753-9775
FOR sale or trade 1971
Chevy Pick up AJC.
good- for restoring
759.17T7 after 5pm

510
Careers
1975 AIRSTREAM 31ft
rear bath Michelin tires
alloy wheels awnings all
around Road ready
753-0114

Boats
6 Wen
1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evinrude OB in excellent condition $1000 Call James at
435-4.425
75HP EVINRUDE outboard motor Excellent
Condition $700 Call
James at 435-4425

IIISAIE NIT I
CAMPER STIMME
SeWl Boats
Pontoon Boats $50/mo
Call 753-0372 or
753-4445 after 6 p.m
'

530
Services
Mired

NEED EXTRA
CASH?

4,•
-1"

Run a yard
sale ad in the
classifieds.

Call
753-1916

'71

•
•

BACKHOE service David
Burkeen Septic systems
basements foundations
driveways gravel dirt
sand mulch np rap plac
trig 474-2103
BLOCK, brick concrete fin
ishing Basements foot
ings. garages drives
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett
BULLDOZING and back
hoe 354 8161 after 5pm
Financing available
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
5pm 759 9816 753 0495
AAA Additions Decks
vinyl siding carpentry
work, house and floor level
rig, drive ways 40. years
experience Free esti
Call collect
mates
901-247 5173
ABLE Services Carpentry
we finish basements. attics
Do electrical plumbing.
weather proofing, under
pinning cturnney sweeping hauling tree work etc
(Odd Job Specialist )
436-2868
ALPHA Builders Carper)
try remodeling porches
roofing concrete drive
ways painting mainte
mance etc Free estimates
489-2303
ANY remodeling painting
roofing References
759 1110

52n

CHIM Calm Chimney
Sweeps has 103 senior cal
rem discounts We sell awn
ney caps and screen.
435-4 I91
R Us
CHIMNEYS
Licensed Sweeps Specia
lizing in fireboxes chum
neys dampers general
home improvements and
repairs Al work guaran
teed Call Tirn at 753 7350

Service
624 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
'specializing in front wheel drive
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
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* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12.000 Mile Warranty
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Attention
Mobile Home Owners!

•:
••

Sinks.
Offered
GALLOWAY Roofing Spa
cializing in new roots, re
roots arid leer oils Guarwork
ante•d
502 753 7941
GENERAL Raper plumbing, roofing tree work
436 2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
hoaxes 489-2267
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
macial continuous gutters
installed for your spectfica
bons Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate
HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling paint
rig wallpaper, carpentry
floor covering No job too
strati 436 2052
HANDYMAN will do plumbing electric arad carpentry
Reasonable rates
753 9838
HANDYMAN electrical.
carpentry plumbing roofing remodeling Good work
for a good price 759 9348
HAULING yard work tree
removal, mowing Free estimates 759.1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bias Call Sears
753 2310 for free estimate
KITCHEN CABINET RE
CO VERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain kirati COI/DM Free eelmates Wultt s Recovery
Murray 436-5560

Is the thee to winterize your home before cold
weather sets in. Among the many pans that need to be
checked before winter ante
Anufrefit
Storm Widows
Fiousetype Doors
Flex Dag*
Vinyl Skirting
Heidi% 111.11111101111111
Roof Costing
Funisid-P11.111-

Starks Mobile Home Pans and Supphes came' a full
line of furnace parts for Coleman, Initertherm, Miller
and Duothemi furnaces
For pricing or any other information that we can help
you with, call 527-3100 or 753-2922

Starks Bros. Mobile Home
Parts and Supplies
Tws Mlles Wig.alleluias Oa Hwy. 641
Hoerr 1-4:30 M-F; 1-12:00 Sot.

Wilkinson to present housing
awards at annual conference

Horoscopes

TUESDAY,NOVEMBER 19, 1991
on your own
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based
will
bill
you 95cents/
company
phone
Your
7788.
-9(X)-988I
call
birth,
of
date
a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
The coming months w ill bring greater
financial independence. Early in
1992, you begin to reap rewards for
all your hard work. An exciting job
offer arises in the spring. You feel a
new satisfaction with your personal
life. Emphasize your commitment to
traditional values. By summer your
mate will be ready to meet you halt'way. Keep in touch with former employers. You mav want to do a deal
with one of them late next fall.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actress Jodie Foster.
diplomat Jeane Kirkpatrick. fashion
designer Calv in Klein, entrepreneur
Ted Turner.
ARIES (March 21-April 19):
Cheer up - the hest is yet to come!
Your personal relationships grow in
a big way. All the world is a stagedress for the leading role. A bright
idea receives new attention. TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Take stock of what must be done and
set up a work schedule. Do not waste
time asking useless questions.
Teamwork can accomplish miracles.
Stick to the facts when seeking your
co-workers' help.
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20): Real
estate transactions are in the spotlight.
Be sure you and a partner are in
agreement. Develop your business
skills. You may have to cool your
heels where romance is concerned.
CANCER(June 2I-July 221:Obligations and duties could keep you
buss most of today. There is a new
awareness of what needs to he done.
Use your skills as a teacher or counselor to effect overdue changes.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Try to
make your home a place of harmony.
Sentimental occasions should be
celebrated with an exchange of small
gifts. Bottled-up emotions want out.

GALLIMORE Electric
Licenced for commercial
and residential Free eta
mates No jobs too big or
too small 759 1835
LITWILLER Building Farm
and residential set-up or
large projects Our bust
ness is built on quality
382 2214
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence, dog kennels re
saienbal. commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254
PAINTING or Window
Cleaning Experienced
Good references Reasonable Rates 759 9708

Lay your catds on the table without
further delay .
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
good day for borrowing. lending and
making ends meet. Charitable endeavors bring special recognition.
Discuss tax matters with a helpful
person. Forget old regrets.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Remain calm when dealing with those
who are upset by recent trends. Hug
the sidelines and keep a low business
profile. Romance thrives on
thoughtfulness. Treat your mate like
your best friend.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
The required and the necessary are
what occupy you floss. Avoid frivolity. luxuries and fads when shopping. Take things nice and slow in
romance.Loved one may not be ready
for a commitment.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22.-Dec.
211: A good day for travel, businesspleasure combinations and matters
of the mind. Strive to be more tolerant and independent. Social opportunities abound this evening.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
Know your priorities today. Do not
let an' important matter slip your attention. Something that is delayed or
postponed today may never get done
at all. A nostalgic mood takes over
tonight.
• AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Confidential matters and behind-thescenes maneuvers enjoy favorable.
influences. You see a new trend where
your relationships are concerned.
Benefit from the experience of others.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): You
could be singled out for an honor
today. Special favors are yours for
the asking. Use your charm! A fine
time for hiring new employees and
dealing with your subordinates.

Governor Wallace G. Wilkinson
will present the 1991 Excellence in
Housing Awards at noon Friday,
November 22 at the 8th Annual
Governor's Housing Conference. The
conference, hosted by Kentucky
Housing Corporation, will be November 21 and 22 at the Hyatt Regency in
Lexington. This year's featured
speakers include Paul Brophy of the
Enterprise Foundation and C.M.
Newton, Athletics Director for the
University of Kentucky. Lexington
Mayor Scotty Bacsler is scheduled to
appear.
The conference has again been
divided into three tracks: homeownership, rental and local initiatives. The
tracks will highlight issues and trends
that affect numerous areas of the
housing industry. Among the homeownership workshops, topics include
legal issues, a mortgage lending update and homebuyer education.
Workshops for local initiatives will
discuss how to become an FHA-certified builder, KHC construction lending and how nonprofits can market
their cause. Rental workshops will
discuss marketing and maintenance,
needs and services, tax credit updates
and how to manage rental housing in
difficult times.
The last workshop Friday will be a

roundtable discussion looking at the
state of housing in the Commonwealth. Barbara Thompson from the
National Council of State Housing
Agencies will give a national overview of housing. Other featured
speakers will look at the economy,
Comprehensive Housing Affordabil ty Strategy (CHAS) and legislative issues.
Registration Thursday is from 810
10 a.m. The opening session will
begin at 10 a.m. Lunch will be served
at noon, with concurrent workshops at
1:45 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. A reception
featuring nonprofit exhibits will be
held from 5:15 to 7:15 p.m.
Friday's program begins at 7:30
a.m. with Breakfast With C.M. Newton to benefit the Kentucky Housing
Foundation. Registration begins at 8
a.m., with the first concurrent round
of workshops at 9 a.m. The roundtable
discussion will commence at 10:45
a.m., and the luncheon is set for 12:30
p.m.
Tickets for Breakfast With C.M.
Newton are available for $15 from the
Foundation by phoning (502)5647630. One-day registration tickets are
available for $40. Two-day registration tickets are $75. For more information regarding the conference call
(502)564-7630.

MFD responds to four calls

The Murray Fire Department
responded to four calls from Friday
to Sunday.
At 2:58 p.m. Friday, 12 firefighters, two pumpers and one rescue
vehicle responded to a structure
fire at J and .1 Apartments on Highway 641 North.
An occupant had been cooking
TODAY'S CHILDREN are charming, energetic and resourceful. Wise
the grease ignited causing the
when
parents will teach these lively youngsters how to channel their abundant cabinets to burn. Firefighters extinenergy into constructive activities. Firm and loving guidance works best.
guished the fire with carbon dioxMustering a sport will boost their self-confidence. Keen observers of human
ide and removed all burned maternature, these Scorpios know what makes others tick. They make excellent
ials from the residence.
negotiators and mediators in the business world.
The department's rescue vehicle
responded to a vehicle accident Friday at 6:03 p.m. on Highway 1346
East approximately five miles east
of Dexter.
The Ford Escort apparently lost
Tomorrow: Good play overcomes bad luck
went off the road and overcontrol,
if the score entered was *manifestly turned. The firefighters assisted the
North dealer.
incorrect, and that the given cirEast-West vulnerable.
Murray-Calloway County Hospicumstances did not fulfill that defiNORTH
ambulance personnel. One
tal's
nition.
8
was transported to the
person
Later that day, the Germans,
.•J 10 7 5 4 2
hospital.
given a second life, went on to defeat
•J 4 3
Three firefighters and the rescue
the United States for the title.

Contract Bridge
Famous Hand

+873
EAST
WEST
•A Q 7643
•K J 10 9
V8
•A Q 3
•K Q 85 2
• A 76
+5
•K Q 2
Interior and Ex
CONVERT your old home PAINTING
SOUTH
moves into video tape A tenor Free estimates
•52
great holiday gift idea Rea Small repairs Reasonable
•
K 96
753-6844
rates
sonabie prices Cal Purch
• 109
ase Video Productions to PLUMBING repairman with
•A J 10 96 4
day 753 7745
same day service Call
bidding:
The
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating 436-5255
South West
North East
and Cooling Senna) Corn PLUMBING
Free esb- 2•
Redble
Dble
2+
plete installation and ser Mates Affordable rate
4 NT
4•
3+
Call Gary at Same day service Al work 3•
vice
Dble
5•
759.4754
guaranteed 492 8816
Opening lead- king of spades.
and
DAVIDSON Roofing
RoCitv COLSON Home
Without question,the most conConstruction Special Repair Roofing siding
deal of the 199) World
troversial
winter rates 30 years ex
painting plumbing con
ship-and the one
Champion
Team
perience Written guaran
crete Free estimates Cal
ocaI references 474 2307
that had the greatest bearing on the
12
eventual outcome - was this one.
ROGER Hudson rock haulThe deal occurred midway
DRYWALL, finishing re
ing, gravel sand dirt drivepairs, additions and blow- way rock 753 4545. through the third quarter ofthe semifinal match between Canada and
ing cxedings 753-4761
753-6763
Germany. At the first table, the
for
electric SEWING machine repair
LICENSED
German East-West pair bid routinely
gas refrigeration Installa- Kenneth Barnhill
to the I aydovrn small slam in spades
tion and repair Free eta
753-2674
and scored 1,430 points.
_
mates 753 72.'7)3
SHEETROCK finishing,
When the deal was replayed with
at
Sears
FENCE sales
textured ceilings Larry a Canadian pair holding the Eastnow Call Sears 75.1 2310 Crewman 492-8742
West cards, the bidding went as
for free estimate for your
SUREWAY Tree II Stump shown. North's two diamond openneeds
Removal Insured with full ing, indicating a weak two bid in
line of equipment including
hearts or spades, started a frenetic
60ft aenal trucks arid brush auction that ended with the German
chipper To assures safer
South in five clubs doubled.

Mathis Transmission
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vehicle responded to a vehicle accident Saturday at 10:49 p.m. on
Highway 121 North at Highway
299 South. A Pontiac had hit a tree
in an area with extreme fog. Ambulance personnel from the hospital
requested the firefighters to remove
the right front door to facilitate
removal of one of the three occupants on a long spine board.
All three individuals were transported to the hospital and firefighters assisted ambulance personnel
in packaging the patients.
At 3:09 p.m. Sunday, the department responded to a fire call at 202
L.P. Miller. Nine firefighters, two
pumpers and one rescue vehicle
searched both north and south on
the street and the address given
was non-existent. A fire was not
found or observed by the firefighters. The caller did not leave a
name or phone number. This incident is considered to be a false
alarm as no fire was found.

PAINTIAG weenor and ex
tenor Quality wort Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 759-4555

operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nee 753 5484

T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Electrical Cleaning Sewer 1210'12121.4w
Street 753-6111 office
753-0606 Wee 5pm
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters vanely
of colors Licenced insured Estimate available
759-4690
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Servioe Center. cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35. al brands 3rd Street.
Almo, Open 9-12. 15.
Mon -Fn. 753-0530
WE do waaparenng. pant
mg, cleensng, eic Experienced and rekwences Ask
for 1.4ary 502-753-7941
WELL pumps Pulled and
serviced Leave mesis010.
474-8826
WILL do plumbing instilsDon and repairs Al guaranteed 753-4355
WILL do yard work. piclt-up
*awes. tree removal and
yard mowing Free *amebae 430-2528
WILL do yard work of any
kind Also wood for sale
759-4401 Ask for John

West's king of spades lead was
overtaken by East in order to switch
to his singleton heart. The Q-A and
a heart rufffollowed. after which the
defenders cashed two diamonds.
West still had to get two trump
tricks, so the contract was down six
- 1,400 points on the revised scoring scale (the penalty for non-vulnerable undertricks is now 300 per
trick beyond the third undertrick).
Since the Germans had been
plus 1,430 with the East-West cards
at the other table, the net gain for
them should have been 30 points, or
one International Match Point. But
on the official scorecard-seen and
approved by the players of both
teams - the result at the second
table was recorded as 1,100 rather
than 1,400 This was the equivalent
of the score for down five doubled,or
down six doubled on the old scoring
scale. As a result, the Germans were
credited with a 330-point-or 7 IMP
-- pickup on the deal,and they went
on to win the match by just 4 IMPS.
Had the score on the tainted deal
been recorded correctly,the Canadians would have won by 3.
Overnight, the Canadians discovered the error and lodged a protest. The appeals committee met
early the next morning and disallowed the protest on the grounds
that a correction could be made only

-• :re'reral,•..Ter", -•

If we were you, we'd bank with us!
At Republic Bank, you have an outstanding team of experienced bankers
who take care of your business as if it
ras our only business. Our associates
Wand directors live in this community so
all our resources are focused on meeting your needs. Stop by soon and let us
show you why we say: if we were you,
we'd bank with us!

Sally Hopkins
Kenny Rose
Melia Redden
Betty Darnell
Ethlene McCallon
Susan fones
Directors:
Roy B. McKendree
Bethel Richardson
Jack Rose
William J. Ryan

REPUBLIC
Savings Bank
12th & Main Streets
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502)759-1630
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Looking Back
Today is Monday, Nov. 18, the 322nd day of 1991. There are 43 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 18, 1928, the first sound-synchronized animated cartoon, Walt
Disney's "Steamboat Willie," starring Mickey Mouse, premiered at the
Colony Theater in New York.
On this date:
In 1789, Louis J.M. Daguerre, one of the pioneers of photography, was
born in Cormeilles, France.
In 1820, U.S. Navy Captain Nathaniel B. Palmer discovered the frozen
continent of Antarctica.
In 1865, author Samuel L. Clemens — using the pen name "Mark
Twain" — published his story, "The Celebrated Jumping Frog of
Calaveras County" in the New York Saturday Press.
In 1969, financier-diplomat Joseph P. Kennedy died in Hyannis Port,
Mass., at age 81.
In 1976, Spain's parliament approved a bill to establish a democracy
after 37 years of dictatorship.
In 1978, California Congressman Leo J. Ryan and four other people
were killed in Jonestown, Guyana, by members of the Peoples Temple.
The killings were followed by a night of mass murder and suicide by 912
cult members led by the Rev. Jim Jones.
In 1987, the congressional Iran-Contra committees issued their final
report, saying President Reagan bore "ultimate responsibility" for wrongdoing committed by his aides.
Ten years ago: President Reagan proposed the United States scrap plans
to deploy new medium-range missiles in Europe, in exchange for the dismantling of comparable Soviet forces. (The Soviets quickly ridiculed the
offer as propaganda.)
Five years ago: The Internal Revenue Service unveiled its new, longer
and more complicated W-4 income tax withholding form.
One year ago: President Bush began a series of meetings in Paris with
allied leaders aimed at solidifying support for his Persian Gulf policies.
Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev met at the Vatican with Pope John
Paul II, who said all possible efforts should be made to avoid war in the
Persian Gulf.
Today's Birthdays: Actress-comedian Imogene Coca is 83. Former
astronaut Alan Shepard is 68. Sen. Ted Stevens (R-Alaska) is 68. Actress
Dorothy Collins is 65. Actress Brenda Vaccaro is 52. Actress Linda Evans
is 49. Actress Susan Sullivan is 47. Singer Kim Wilde is 31.
Thought for Today: "It can't happen here' is number one on the list of
famous last words." — David Crosby, rock singly-musician.

hunting.
Ten years ago
Twenty years ago
A new artificial surface should
Officer (W01) Jimmy
Warrant
be installed at Roy Stewart Stadium, Murray State University, David Hopkins has received the
before the 1982 football season Air Medal while serving, with 101st
Airborne Division in Vietnam.
hegans.
A Thanksgiving dinner for interDr. Neil Weber, director of Midstudents at Murray State
national
America Remote Sensing Center
and Chairman of Department of University will bc Nov. 26 at 6
Geosciences at Murray State Uni- p.m. at Baptist Student Union. It
versity, recently attended Pecora will be sponsored by International
VII Symposium, sponsored by U.S. Student Committee of WMU of
Geological Survey at Sioux Falls, Blood River Baptist Association.
Mrs. Katherine Chrisman
S.D. He presented a paper on
"Using Remote Sensing in a Pre- directed a program at a meeting of
Women's Society of Christian Serdictive Archaeological Model: The
Jackson Purchase Region, vice of Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church. She was
Kentucky."
by Mrs. Jana Carter and
assisted
Rebecca Suzanne Gould and
Mrs. Evelyn Baker.
Paul Lyles Robertson were married
Births reported include a girl to
recently at First United Methodist
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn T. Bumpous,
Church.
Dale Thompson, Bobby Johnson, Nov. 11, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Hogue, Nov. 13.
Randy Redden and Terry Phelps
Johnny Quertermous is the new
are pictured with deer taken while

DEAR ABBY: Bless you for your
humanitarian objection to the traditional Labor Day Pigeon Shoot in
Hegins, Pa.
I happen to be a bird lover, and it
may please you to know that I wrote
to you in 1961 on the subject of cruelty to birds. You printed my letter
and I still have the clipping. I am
enclosing a copy. You may want to
print it again.
STILL A BIRD LOVER
AT AGE 89

Forty years ago
A victory minded Murray High
School Tiger Team swept over
Hopkinsville in cold mud at Ty
Holland Stadium 39 to 6 on Nov.
16 to put the West Kentucky Conference Championship within their
grasp.
Mrs. August Wilson spoke about
"Don't Take America for Granted"
at a meeting of American Legion
Auxiliary held at home of Mrs.
Freed Cotham.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen McCoy and
sons, Jerry and Steve, and Mrs.
Nannie McCoy have returned from
a visit with Mrs. Eric Thomas of
St. Andrus, Fla.
William B. Miller, principal of
Almo High School, spoke at PTA
Dads' Night held Nov. 8 at the
school.

DEAR BIRD LOVER: It's a
wonderful letter,and I certainly

bird pecked him on the ear, he us teen-agers?
knocked the bird down and broke its
There's one who works here, and
wing!
she's so goody-goody — always on
What a pity that birds are the time, and she never goofs off. I don't
DEAR ABBY: Will you please say
think she really needs the money.
something about people who buy most abused of all pets.
BIRD LOVER
She must be 50 years old — at
birds as pets, and then mistreat
least.
them? I have actually had people say
DEAR BIRD LOVER: Not all
A TEEN, CENTERVILLE,IOWA
to me, "Our canary fell into the
dishwater and was drowned." Or, pet birds are abused—only those
DEAR TEEN: I doubt very
"Our parakeet flew into the open who are unfortunate enough to
fireplace and got burned up." Or, belong to people who belong in much that a 50-year-old woman
would be working at a fast-food
"The cat got it." Or,"The dog got it." cages.
place unless she really needed
I once knew a man who used to
say
DEAR ABBY: Will you please
the money.It's possible that if it
give his parakeet vodka just to see
work weren't for that job, she would
how it would act. This same man is something to older women who
from be on welfare. If she's always on
big and strong, and just because the atfast-food places and takejobs
time and never goofs off, I'd say
she's setting a fine example for
the other employees. Give her a
break.
do want to print it again. Here it
is:

THE FAR SIDE

BLONDIE

By GARY LARSON

DAD WOULD HAVE A LOT
MORE CHANNELS
TO SLEEP
THROUGH

IT HAS NCNIES AND
EDUCATIONAL SNOWS

DEAR ABBY: I couldn't resist
sharing this old story when I read
about the plate-licking dog:
The preacher was invited to
Sunday dinner by a church member.
When he was called to the table, he
noticed that it was set with the
dirtiest dishes he had ever seen.
He asked his hostess:"Are these
dishes clean?" She replied,"They're
as clean as soap and water could get
them." He then reluctantly blessed
the food and began eating. The food
was delicious,so he praised the hostess in spite of the dirty dishes.
When she cleared the table, she
took the dishes to the back door and
hollered,"Here Soap! Here Water!"
DOG LOVER
IN ABILENE, TEXAS

DCcup-

departat 202

rS, two

-11

ional Conference, Nov. 15-17, at
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics
MOM,NOW THAT YOU'RE
wOQKING, WE SNOULD
GET GANZ TV

match play golf champion at Murray Country Club.
Thirty years ago
Buford Hurt was named "Man of
the Year" at annual meeting of
Murray Chamber of Commerce on
Nov. 16 at Student Union Building,
Murray State College. Smith
Broadbent Jr. of Cadiz, president of
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce,
was speaker.
Murray High School Tigers beat
Shelbyville Red Devils 35 to 14 in
State Class A Football Championship there on Nov. 17. They will
now meet Lynch for the finals on
Thanksgiving Day.
Society at Tilghman High School,
Paducah.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. B. Max Galloway,
Nov. 6.
Maurice Ryan, Quava Beaman
and Margaret Brown of Murray
attended the 28th Girl Scout Reg-

1.
transrcfigh'sonnet
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/as not
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CALVIN and HOBBES
GREAT EFFORT,(ALAIN
is ONL1 HOPE FOR PROM?
11-IE HUNAN INSECT ADVANCES MEDICAL TREATMENT UES
11-IE PAPER IN WE TIPEWRITER, pS tGILITY111) WRITE A
LEGIBLE MEgAGE TO H\S
FAMIL3'

*5*
Everybody has a problem. What's
yours? Get it off your chest by writing to:
Dear Abby, P.O. Bo: 69440, Los Angeles,
Calif. 90069. For a personal reply, please
enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.

Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

CATHY
THE HEAVY, HUMID AIR IN
THE BATHROOM MADE THE
SCALE REGISTER TOO HIGH!)

THE HUMID AIR SEEPED INTO THE
CLOSET, GOT THE CLOTHES DAMP
AND MADE THEM SHRINK WHEN
I TuRNED ON THE FURNACE!

THE COMBINED HUMIDITY AND
DRYNESS WARPED THE DOOR THE
AliRROR IS AITACHEO TO, CAUSING THE MIRROR TO RIPPLE
AND GIVE THE ILLUSION THAT
MY THIGHS HAVE GROWN!!

AND ORAT
ARE VO(1
50 MAPP4
Fog??

I LOVE THE
SOUND Of
I PAPEN DIN G
DOUGHNUTS.

DEAR DR.GOTT: My mother had a
seizure six months ago — the only one
in her 61 years. I know she's beeh diagnosed with an arachoid cyst in her
left basal ganglion region, but she refuses
to tell us more. What might the
Everything was starting to come into focus for
problem be?
DEAR READER: The problemFarmer MacDougal — his missing sheep, his
be that she had some bleeding
may
missing six-pack, and his collie, Shep, who was
from the cyst, which is deep in the
brain; such cysts may bleed without
getting just a little too sociable for his own good.
warning. This could have initiated a
seizure, for which the standard treatment is anti-convulsant medicine,
such as Dilantin.
Since your mother seems to be a bit
close-mouthed about her health. I
think you have every right to contact
Answer to Previous Puzzle
ACROSS
mammal
her doctor for clarification. Every
42 Teutonic
month or two, I can anticipate a few
1 Writing
deity
V All calls about my elderly patients. The
GROG
A PBE
tablet
43 Walt --6 Strict
REDO EITIgi inquiries tsually come from conIRON
Disney
11 — of Liberty
cerned and well-meaning relatives
BAN
DIET
RE
Kennedy
45
A
12 String
who live out of town and are worried
Spigot
46
MAST
TAUT
VE
together
48 Loads
about Aunt Ella who seems too forLEA
14 Greek letter
TRET
PERE
50 Sister
getful and is she getting the help she
15 Goes astray
NAHA
P I
1211NMILE
51 Competent
needs? and can she shop and cook her
17 Cloy; pall
53 Living room
fl E P ECIL
EIT E INS
meals? and ... you know what I mean.
18 Slender
in Madrid
METRO
AD I T
finial
T I
Loving family members need to
Concerning
55
20 More
SOAR
STIR
EOS
know and the patient may be unwillSouth
56
agreeable
NT
STAB
American
SNOW
ing(or unable)to give information. So
23 Crony'
animals
I do it, in a general way, being careful
I F
LIES
RES
colloq.
59 Discolornot to break any bonds of
24 Oodles
ALOE
ODES
AUT
ation caused
confidentiality.
26 Consumed
WAND
BOS
LOSE
by fungi
28 Sodium
I think you should call your moth61 Musical study
symbol
er's doctor, identify yourself and find
animal
Beef
62
29 Pamphlet
out what the scoop is.
5 Uncanny
11 Small fish
31 An innovation
DEAR DR. GOTT: My brother died
6 R-U linkup
13 Procrasti33 Learning
7 Thorium
several months ago from amyloidosis.
nation
I Insensibility
35 Firn
symbol
What can you tell me about this
16 Peruse
36 Employee
2 Note of scale
8 Bit er vetch
disease?
19 Rome's
salary list
3 Devoured
9 Harvest
DEAR READER: Amyloidosis is a
country
4 Revolution
39 Nocturnal
10 Swimming
21 Kind of
chronic and progressive disease of uncollar
known cause, marked by the presence
10
9
7
8
6
5
4
3
2
1
22 Carouse
of amyloid, a protein, in various body
25 Tally
13
tissues, leading eventually to organ
12
27 At no time
failure. Many cases of amyloidosis
30 Fish from
11UUUUU
17
are related to underlying diseases: for
16
15
14
moving boat
example, cancer, infections, heart
32 Citrus fruit
23
disease and autoimmune disorders
21 22
34 Lamb's pen
18
20
19
name
(such as rheumatoid arthritis). Some
28
36 Flower part
27
forms are "primary," meaning that
24
26
25
37 Fit for
no concomitant disease can be
plowing
32
31
30
29
identified.
38 Young boys
Amyloidosis ordinarily causes no
40 Moneylender
35
34
33
symptoms until the disorder is quite
41 Renovate
advanced. The most common serious
44 Junctures
40 41
39
38
36 37
consequence of the affliction is kidney
47 Real estate
failure, although the heart, liver, thymap
45
44
42
49 Narrow
roid gland and intestinal tract are
opening
also affected.
43UUU
50
49
46
47
48
bird
52 Large
The diagnosis is made by biopsy.
54 Ginger —
•
55
57 Paid notice
54
51
53
52
Treatment is first directed to any
58 Compass
underlying diseases. There is no cure
point
60
59
57 58
for amyloidosis. kidney transplants
60 Down. prefix
may be necessary to maintain life.
82
But,in general,symptoms are treated
1111
61UUUU
as they appear.

Crosswords

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

GARFIELD
GARFIELD,WHY AREN'T WOMEN
ATTRACTED TO ME?

MINE!MINE!MINE!MINE!,
(II THINK I'VE
ISOLATED YOUR
PROBLEM

(37M VA\11'5 11 if5

PEANUTS

BROKE YOUR
3-RIN6 BINDER
A6AiN WUN?

BUS
STOP

•

Il
U56

UI
UUU
III

UI
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Three-car wreck sends four people to local hospital

Obituaric
Mrs. Jessie
Craven

Mrs. Jewell Ridings Crouch

4

Mrs. Jewell Ridings Crouch, 87,
Murray, died Sunday at West View
Nursing Home, Murray.
Her husband, Herbert V. (Pete)
Crouch, died in 1986, and one son,
Alben W. Crouch, died March 28,
1984.
Born Sept. 28, 1904, in Graves
County, she was the daughter of
the late John James Ridings and
1 aura Elizabeth Brown Ridings.
Mrs. Crouch was a member of
Salem Baptist Church.
She is survived by two daughters, Mrs. Laura Jo Reeder and husband, Coleman, Kirksey, and Mrs.

Judy Lynn Ward, Paducah; three
sons, Ronald B. Crouch and wife,
Bonnie, and Johnny Crouch and
wife, Linda, Murray, and James
Crouch and wife, Jan, Shcphcrd,
Mich.; 13 grandchildren; 13 greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Heyward Roberts and the Rev. Jack
Geurin will officiate.
Burial will follow in West Fork
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

A three -car accident Sunday sent
four people to the hospital, according to a report from the Kentucky
State Police.
Hubert J. Tucker, 45, of Rt. 1
Farmington, was westbound on
Kentucky 94 when he apparently
rear-ended another car dnven by
Danny K. Lawrence, 44. of Rt. 7,
Murray who was stopped and
attempting to turn left around 5:50
p.m. about five miles west of Murray, police said.
The impact sent Lawrence's car

Mrs. Jessie Story Craven, 88, of
1639 Fanner Ave., Murray, died
Sunday at 5:05 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Story's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Preceding her in death were her
husband, Pearce Craven, on Dte. 4,
1982; three brothers, Noble, Eral
and Curtis Story.
Born April 11, 1903. in Calloway County, she was the daughter
of the late Willie Lee Story and
Clara Etta King Story.
Survivors • include one sister,
Federal-State ALAN Am Santo Nevasest uk iWI
Mrs. Mable Rogers and husband,
Lentucky Kollar/ Aro iiss Wrist Report Welles 4
&atlas *retold Act"114.FaL SS'Sorrows& Gib
guying
JD., 1639 Farmer Ave., Murray:
.541.111 bone, Sows about Melody.
S 1-2 231260 be
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--332.31133110
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grandwife,
$55 103531
two
and
Murray,
,
Tompkins
24 2312111 be
VS
of
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s,
Mrs. Marjorie Tompkin
Di losIsm
S 3-4 2so-ro es
Tompkins, sisters-in-law, Mrs. Mildred Story,
1003 Riverwood Dr., Murray, died children, Ross Parker
Sows
52400.23.11
L S 1.2 ra3so be
Las Vegas. Nev., and Kelly Lynn Saginaw, Mich., and Mrs. Mae
Saturday morning at her home.
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niece,
one
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n,
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Carrollto
Marlow,
Walter,
Fort
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SM.0106.01
the
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she
be
nurse,
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A retired
1.S 1.3
SAINA311.101
Mrs. Deanna Chobanian and husS 1.3 525 and
Memorial services will held at a
widow of Leonard Parker
P1.1024.11
S 2-3 301500 be
Memorial band, Lris, Strongsville, Ohio; two
Lawn
Forest
at
date
later
2410
00
loan $20
Tompkins.
nephews, Jimmy Darrell Rogers
Born Sept. 6, 1905, in Benton Park, Cypress. Calif.
is
wife, Nancy, Hazel, and Greg
Home
and
Funeral
Churchill
J.H.
Harbor, Mich., she was the daught!se a• iS5
Inuestmenis
no
but
and wife, Sherree, Murray;
Story
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Mrs. Elsie Melzora Mitchell

ple injuries and were admitted to
MCCH.
Tucker and a passenger in his
vehicle, Ricky Rhodes, 27, of Rt.
7, Murray, were both treated and
released at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Lawrence was not reported
injured, police said.

into the eastbound lane where he
struck a pickup truck driven by
Jason A. Perry, 16, of Rt. 1 Farmington head on, police said. Perry's truck left the road and overturned, police said.
Perry and a passenger in his car,
17-year-old Michael S. West. 17,
of Rt. 3. Mayfield, suffered multi-
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Mrs. Artie Morris

James Edward Orten
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A GREAT
CHRISTMAS

Mrs. Ilee Wisehart

grandmothers. Mrs. Trudy Miller.
Murray, and Mrs. Z. Pearl Noel,
Oklahoma; several aunts and
uncles.
A deceased grandfather is Rex
Ramsey; deceased greatgrandfathers are Aubrey Smith.
Johnny Ramsey and Charles Miller;
a deceased great-great-grandfather
is Herbert Miller.
Services will be Tuesday at 3
p.m. in the chapel of Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at Miller Funeral Home of Murray after 12 noon
Tuesday.

Mrs. Katherine Evadinger
Mrs. Katherine Slaughter Evaclinger, 79, Lakeland Wesley Village, Benton. died Sunday at 6:35
a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital.
Paducah.
A self-employed beautician. she
was the widow of Harold Evadinger. She was the daughter of the
late Luther Slaughter and Birdie
Kinsey Slaughter. One sister and
one brother also preceded her in
death.
Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Joyce Pickard McClain, Mayfield: one stepdaughter, Mrs. Eloise
Pickard Keel, Tri-City, two grandchildren. Deanna McClain Gallo-

way. Paducah, and Christy McClain Mathis, Memphis, Tenn.; two
stepgran& h Id ren, Kenneth Keel,
Nashville, Tenn., and Barbara
Keel, Farmington; one greatgrandchild; one stepgreatgrandchild.
Graveside rites will be Tuesday
at 11 Lm. at Good Springs Cemetery near Dukedom, Tenn. Dr. Cecil
Kirk will officiate.
Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield
is in charge of arrangements.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to American Cancer
Society.
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Mrs. Anna M. Frerichs

Micah Lyle Smith, infant son,
was stillborn at 2:10 p.m. Thursday
at Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors include his parents,
Curtis Lyle and Teresa Ramsey
Smith, Rt. 1, Almo; grandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Smith and
Mrs. Mary Lee Ramsey, Murray,
and Mrs. Janice Smith, Henrietta,
Texas; great-grandparents, Mrs.
Lorene Smith. Mrs. Nellie Ramsey,
Mrs. Garrielenc Mason and Mrs.
Faye Miller, all of Murray. and Mr.
and Mrs. Earl T. Landrum. Henrietta. Texas; two great-great-
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